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Out in January

Pennsylvania Taxes

(1922 Reports must be filed by
Feb. 28, 1923.)

on Capital Stock and
Loans of Corporations

Handbook on

and

Pennsylvania
Corporation Taxes

Bonus on Foreign and
Domestic Corporations
ACCOUNTANCY
and LAW
By

A practical and useful book on Pennsyl
vania Corporation Taxes

1. It deals with state corporation tax laws
both from the standpoint of Accounting
and Law;

2. Contains forms for capital stock and loan
reports, etc., filled in and explained, line
for line and column for column;

3. Contains forms for petitions for reset
tlements and appeals.

Written by Authorities
The authors have for many years specialized
in tax law and tax accounting respectively.
This made it possible to produce a book
combining both the law and the accounting
procedure to be followed in making tax
reports.

Accounting Illustrations
The law in this book has been explained by
practical accounting illustrations, as well as
by citations of statutes and cases.

Avoids Costly Errors
The book gives the information which ac
countants, attorneys and corporations need
to avoid costly errors in the preparation of
tax reports and to secure the most favor
able tax settlements. Effective methods of
lawfully reducing taxes are explained, as op
posed to methods which are merely evasive
and unlawful.

S. Leo Ruslander of the Allegheny County

Bar—Instructor in Tax Accounting, Du
quesne University, Pittsburgh
and
Frank Wilbur Main, C. P. A., of Main and
Company—President, Pennsylvania State
Board of Examiners of Public Accountants.

A Practical Handbook (about 450 pages) for

ACCOUNTANTS, ATTORNEYS
and CORPORATIONS
Price, $6.00 postpaid

Check Your Tax
Assessment!
Preparation of tax reports and the proper
assessment of taxes are covered in such a
manner as to enable accountants, attorneys
and corporations intelligently to check tax
assessments and make application for re
assessments and appeals where errors may
have been made.
5-DAYS’ FREE APPROVAL

Accountants Supply Co., Dept.,
Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Please send me your book on Pennsyl
vania Taxes as advertised above. I/We
agree to return same within 5 days, or
remit purchase price $6.00 promptly.

Name............................................................
Address........................................................
(Please attach businessor professionalcard)
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Now Ready—
Montgomery’s
INCOME TAX PROCEDURE — 1923
HE seventh annual edition of this standard guide
has just come from the press. You can get it now,
in ample time to apply its counsel to every item of your
income tax return. For the past six years, thousands
of corporation executives, accountants, lawyers, and
bankers have relied on this volume. The author, Robert
H. Montgomery—Certified Public Accountant and
Attorney-at-Law—is one of America’s outstanding au
thorities on income tax matters. His manual for this
year, revised and rewritten to meet this year’s condi
tions, offers you an effective safeguard against contri
buting to the

T

$500,000,000 Erroneously Turned Over to
the Government by Taxpayers
under the tax laws of the past few years. Proceedings to recover
overpayments must be initiated by the taxpayer. Those who have
followed each year Mr. Montgomery’s far-sighted counsel on de
batable points, have known when to make payments under protest
and are now in position to demand the exact amount due them.
You should have this same protection. This volume offers you

A Complete Tax Service in One Volume
T gives you detailed directions and explicit personal counsel for
preparing every item of returns for individuals, partnerships,
corporations, and fiduciaries. It analyzes the legal problems you
will encounter, and explains how to set up your accounts to secure
correct values—an essential service which no other tax guide per
forms.

I

Sincere Endorsements
The Mackey Companies (Postal-Tel.Com’l Cable Systems), New York, N.Y.:
“Well balanced, comprehensive, and
thoroughly reliable in every phase. I
know of no other service that can com
pare in practical value.”—William J.
Deegan, Vice-Pres.
Peter & Moss, Certified Public Account
ants, Dallas, Texas: “It is always the
first authority I consult. Without the
definite information and sound advice to
be obtained from it, I would not feel
qualified to serve my clients in tax mat
ters.”—A. G. Moss.

Claims for Refunds on 1917 Returns
Must Be Filed by March, 1923
in order to receive consideration. If you con
template any such claims, you need this man
ual's clear explanation of the procedure in
making them. Forms of waiver and protest
are included. 1700 pp., cloth binding.

This Work Sent on Approval

More than a Technical Treatment—
a Manual of Constructive Policy
in handling every item. Mr. Montgomery not only cites the law
and Treasury regulations, but interprets and criticizes them. In the
past, where he has differed with the official construction of the law,
he has almost invariably been sustained by court decisions or by
subsequent reversal of the rulings in question.

Interprets Over 600 New Rulings
In the last year, more than 600 new rulings have been issued, scores
of court decisions handed down, and many existing rulings modified.
All of this material has been digested and is presented with Mr.
Montgomery’s personal comments and suggestions. This is a manual
of permanent reference value—complete and up to date in every
respect.

Fill out the attached coupon now, and a copy
will be sent you postpaid, immediately on five
days’ approval. Orders will be filled in the
order of their receipt, except that preference
will be given those accompanied by the price in
full—$10.00, a small fraction of the cost of
most services
--------------- USE THIS ORDER FORM --------------

The Ronald Press Co.,
20 Vesey St., New York, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of Montgomery’s
“Income Tax Procedure—1923.” I enclose
$10 which you will refund if I return the
book within five days (or) within five days
I will send you $10 or return the volume to
you.

Name......................................................................

Business Address................................................

THE RONALD PRESS CO., New York, Publishers

(612)
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Get Acquainted with Elliott-Fisher
HE accountant renders to
ing and experience of this staff' is at
business a service similar to
the disposal of both public and pri
that rendered the mariner by the
vate accountants without the slight
compass—both direct the way to
est obligation.
You may know of a problem pre
safety.
Elliott-Fisher is particularly well
senting difficulties that Elliott-Fisher
qualified to assist the accountant.
is very well equipped to meet.
Hosts of firms have made surpris
Why not get acquainted with the
ing improvements in their methods
Elliott-Fisher idea of service? We
upon the advice of accountants.
are confident that it would be mutu
Many have secured remarkable re
ally advantageous for you or your
sults through the installation of the
clients and Elliott-Fisher to become
Universal Accounting Machine.
better acquainted.
Elliott-Fisher maintains an advi
In the interest of better accounting
sory staff under the direction of a cer
results, let us hear from you now,
tified public accountant. The train
before the matter slips your mind.

T

ELLIOTT-FISHER CO.
Canadian Pacific Building, 342 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Branches in All Large Cities

Elliott-Fisher
Accounting and Writing Machines: Flat Writing Surface
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NATIONAL

The Right Book to Write In
Form 7072 CJ
Perpetual Stock Record

“We Need No Special Form.
Use National’s Form 7072 CJ”
xecutives familiar with

bers, to a thirty-column Na

new forms for any business
analysis.
For years the National Blank
Book Company has been sup
plying forms which reveal the
cost, profit, or loss from practi
cally any activity in any busi
ness.
From a dentist’s ledger sheet
illustrating the thirty-two hu
man teeth, with reference num

will serve to clarify any record
or analysis of accounts.
The partial list shown gives
only an idea of the immense
diversity of forms obtainable
from National stationers. Ask
your stationer what form you
need for the figures you want
to show. If your needs are
so special that the form you
require is not usually carried
in stock, write us.

Form 7072 CK
Analysis of Sales

Form 4930 PL
Physician’s Pocket
Ledger

Forms know that tional Columnar Ruled Sheet
EitNational
is rarely necessary to designthere is a National form which

NATIONAL BLANK BOOK CO., 107 Riverside,
New York

Chicago

Boston

Form 4930 DA
Dentist’s Appointment
Book
Form 80 AG
Attorney’s Case Docket
Form 2920 FP
Farm Property List

Form 4920 TP
Township Plat

Holyoke, Mass.
Philadelphia

National Blank Book Company
LOOSE LEAF AND BOUND BOOKS
Combined Cash Journal Forms 7072Distribution of Invoices, Sales, etc.,
Form 7072-CR.
CL, 7082-CL.
Record of Cash Received, Form 7072Notes, Drafts, Acceptances Payable,
CD.
Form 7016.
Record of Checks Drawn, Form 7072Notes, Drafts, Acceptances Receivable,
CE.
Form 7017.
Bank Deposits and Withdrawals, Form
Inventory Sheets, Forms 7100-7100½7072-CP.
7101.
Record of Invoices Payable, Form
Receiving Record, Form 7115.
7072-CG.
Cost or Estimate Sheets, Form 7105.
Daily Business Statement, Form 80-AF.
Installment Ledger, Form 7041-CA.
Weekly Pay Roll, Forms 7072-CH,
Distribution of Expense, Forms 707280-AD.
BM, 80-AB.
Record of Petty Cash Disbursements,
Trial
Balance, Form 06609.
Form 7072-CF.
Bond Register, For m 7042-BT.
Stockholder’s Ledger, Form 7002-SHL.
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal
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WALTON STUDENTS WON
HIGH HONORS
in

Illinois C. P. A. Examinations

in

1914 -1915 -1916 -1917 -1918 -1919 -1920 -1921 -1922
in

American. Institute Examinations

in

1917- 1918- 1919- 1920- 1921
in Alberta, Canada, C. A. Examinations

in

1918 -1919
A record unequaled by any
other educational institution
Day and Evening Classes and Correspondence Instruction

in

Constructive Accounting
Cost Accounting

Advanced Accounting

Income Tax

Business Law

For full information relative to resident or correspondence instruction, write
to James A. Carey, B. Sc., Secretary, 313-333 Massasoit Building, Chicago,
or Harold Dudley Greeley, C. P. A., Resident Manager, 25N West 43rd
Street, New York City.

Walton School
Commerce
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Certified
APPRAISALS

JUST
OUT!
HIS book by a successful
teacher of accounting, is a
practical treatment of corpor
ation accounting, financial state
ments and fiduciary work. A highly
useful manual for all who are vi
tally interested in the advanced
phases of accounting.

T

For Cost Systems, Bond Is
sues, Credit Extensions, In
surance, Accounting, Income
Tax, Liquidation and Mergers.

A highly trained, long ex
perienced staff available for
quick valuations of large
industrial properties — in
cluding Chronometric Val
uations for Federal Tax
purposes. The cost is low.

Advanced
Accounting
By George E. Bennett, A. B.,
LL. M., C. P. A., Professor of
Accounting, Syracuse University

The Lloyd-ThomasCo.

661 pages, 6x9, $4.00 postpaid

RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON PHYSICAL VALUES

120 Broadway
New York

1124-28 Wilson Avenue

N this book the principles of cor
poration accounting are dis
cussed in their relation to the
laws and methods of corporate or
ganization, considerable attention
being given to the legal whys and
wherefores underlying this phase of
accounting work.

I

Chicago

Branch Offices in Principal Cities

In addition to its complete treat
ment of corporation accounting
there is a large section devoted to
fiduciary accounting and the prep
aration of financial statements.

C.P. A. and Institute
Questions and Problems
Public Accounting and Auditing
(2 vols., 3rd Edi.)

By J. F. Sherwood, C. P. A.
An authoritative treatise on
Accountancy. A correlation
of Accounting, Theory and
Practice, Auditing, Theory
and Practice and Law in its
relation to accounting prac
tice. Containing over 600
C. P. A. and Institute ques
tions and problems. Answers
and solutions available in
loose-leaf form.
Used by hundreds of
C. P. A. candidates every
year. Equally invaluable to
the business executive who
wants scientific accounting
methods at hand for instant
reference. All the details of
an audit are worked out and
illustrated from the beginning
of the engagement to the final
report to the client. Used as
basic texts in many of the
leading universities and col
leges.
Price $4.00 per volume. Sent postpaid upon receipt
of remittance or C. O. D. if preferred.

SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Examine
this new
book for
10 days
FREE!

A feature of the book is the large
number of illustrated solutions to
accounting problems drawn from
actual practice and C. P. A. exam
inations.

Junior accountants will find this
volume especially helpful in enab
ling them to solve the many puz
ling questions arising continually in
present-day accounting.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.
370 Seventh Ave., New York

You may send me for 10 days’ examination BEN
NETT’S Advanced Accounting, $4.00, net, postpaid.
I agree to pay for the book or return it postpaid within
ten days of receipt.
Signed................................................ ..................................

Address.................................................................................
City and State.....................................................................

Name of Company.............................................................
Official Position...................................................................
JA—1-23
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UNIFORM CLASSIFICATION
OF ACCOUNTS
for

ELECTRIC CORPORATIONS
GAS CORPORATIONS
WATER CORPORATIONS
As finally revised and adopted by the
National Association of Railway and
Utilities Commissioners (Committee on
Statistics and Accounts for Public Utili
ties) at convention held in Detroit, No
vember, 1922. Fully indexed; price $1.10
per copy for each Classification (post
age prepaid).

Verbatim reports of proceedings of the
1921 and the 1922 conventions (exclud
ing the above mentioned Classifications),
bound in cloth, $4.15 per copy (postage
prepaid).

The FUNDAMENTALS
OF ACCOUNTING
By WILLIAM MORSE COLE

A Book for the Business Man
The Treasury Department Training
Section (Income Tax Unit) Washing
ton, The American University of Com
merce, Chicago, and other institutions
for practical training in accountancy
are using this text.

Logical and Simple
“It combines a logical and simple
approach to actual Business Account
ing with a clear method of presenta
tion.”—Frederick Juchhof, School of
Business Administration, The American
University, Washington.

Official Reporters

National Association of
Railway and Utilities Commissioners
The State Law Reporting Company
234 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

8vo, xix, 434pp. $3.50 postpaid

Houghton Mifflin Company
Boston New York Chicago San Francisco

POST-GRADUATE
COURSE
UR post-graduate coaching course has been designed to prepare
candidates by quick intensive training for the Examination. Now
is an opportune time for those who wish to take the Institute
Examination, and who feel the need of this work. This course takes
up practically all the points that may come up on the Examination and
shows the candidate how to get his answer on paper, how to cover the
important points, within the time limit; it also helps him to interpret
the problems correctly, a point on which so many good accountants
are weak.

O

C. P. A. Course
For those not ready for the next Institute Examination, our C. P. A.
Course is recommended.
No knowledge of bookkeeping is necessary,
but a high school education, or at least a complete grammar school
education, with business experience, is essential. We start a man at
the beginning and carry him step by step through to his goal.

High School and College Preparatory
High School and College Preparatory Courses are now ready and
may be taken for those who do not have the high school educational
requirements.
These courses, as well as the C.
Course, are practically the same as
9 years by R. J. Bennett, C. P. A., in
Course was at that time accredited
Write for catalog.

P. A. Courses and the Post Graduate
those conducted so successfully for
evening resident school. His C. P. A.
by the State Board of Pennsylvania.

Elective Courses: Accountancy, Auditing, Law, Costs, Bookkeeping, Junior and Senior Accountancy
Our Courses are Adapted to Resident School Use

BENNETT ACCOUNTANCY INSTITUTE
MULFORD BUILDING, 15th and WALLAGE STS., Dept. 331, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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The American Institute of Accountants Foundation
announces the forthcoming publication of

AUDIT WORKING PAPERS

Their Preparation and Content
By J. Hugh Jackson
The following is a very brief summary of the contents of the book:
Author’s Preface
Table of Contents
Introduction. By Carl H. Nau.
Chapter I
—The auditor’s records.
"
II —Indexing and filing the working papers.
“
III —The final statements and the working sheets.
“
IV —The construction, or property and plant schedules.
“
V —Current and investment securityschedules.
“
VI —Inventories.
“
VII —Receivables and cash.
“
VIII—Scheduling deferred charges to operations.
“
IX —Capital stock and funded indebtedness.
“
X —Current liabilities’ schedules.
“
XI —The reserve schedules.
“
XII —Surplus and profit and loss.
“
XIII—Miscellaneous working schedules.
Bibliography —Part I —Topical references on auditing theory and procedure.
Part II —General reading course on accounting and business.
Part III—Special bibliography on no par value stock.
Index.
Appendix A —Model set of working papers of the North American Shipbuild
ing Company (consisting of approximately sixty single-page
working schedules and sixteen double-sheet schedules, and illus
trating the procedure of a balance sheet audit.)
Appendix B —Miscellaneous audit schedules and working sheets (consisting of
twenty-two exhibits and labor-saving devices which are valu
able with reference to an audit or investigation.)
AUDIT WORKING PAPERS is a practical work based largely upon continued access
to the files and workshop of one of the great accounting organizations of the country. The
book should be in the library of every accountant’s office and made available to every
member of his staff. It should be thoroughly studied by every student who has aspirations
to become an accountant.

The manuscript for the book has been prepared without cost to the American Institute
of Accountants Foundation, and the copyright will be donated to the Foundation. Whatever
profit is derived from its sale will accrue to the principal of the Foundation; however the
desire of the donors is that the book be made available to the greatest number of accountants
and students possible, and the price has been made correspondingly low. The book will be
ready for distribution shortly after January 1st. Cloth bound $5.00. Flexible leather
$7.50. Send your order at once to

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS FOUNDATION
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal
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If Income Tax Problems Should Arise
Consult

FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROBLEMS, 1922
By E. E.

Author of “Federal" Corpo
ROSSMOORE, C.P.A. (N.Y.) rate
IncomeTaxes;” Formerly
Chief, Special Audit Section; Chief, Consolidated Returns Section; Lecturer
on Income and Profits Taxes: Bureau of Internal Revenue, Washington, D. C.

Price $5.00

: Art Leather Binding

: 541 Pages

BUSINESS!! Whether Corporations, Partnerships, Trusts, Associations
or Sole Proprietorships
HE old year, 1922, is History. December 31, 1922, is now passed. Your books must be closed. A Reserve for Taxes should
be set up. March 15, 1923, is not far distant. Your Federal Income Tax Returns are SOON due Whether 1922 treated you
kindly and left you with a substantial profit or whether you were less fortunate and sustained a net operating loss, the same
unpleasant but necessary task confronts you. The more fortunate with the large profits do not care to sacrifice all the rewards of
Industry to Taxes. Those operating at a Net Loss tor the year should not lose sight of the fact that such losses may be used
to offset 1923 profits. There are innumerable questions which confront taxpayers this year. Are you prepared to solve them?
Have you the time to ponder over the tax laws and regulations to work out your problems? Can you afford to take the chance
of filing erroneous returns, when “negligence” carries with it both penalty and Interest. Delinquent returns mean penalty. What
you need is to enlist the aid of an expert; one who has devoted his whole time to
Federal Income Taxes; to the solution of just such problems as you are now facing.
The efforts of an expert are available at your very finger tips by consulting Ross
moore’s “FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROBLEMS—1922.” If you have not
already purchased a copy of this book—DO SO NOW! This book not only tells
Has Been Highly
you What to Do, but illustrates HOW TO DO IT. This work is a time-saver, and
is presented in a style comprehensible and free from technical enigmas. The book
Endorsed
is doubly indexed—topically, and by reference to the law provisions.

T

"... For to no man, however ill fitted
to deal with his income tax problem, will
the complexities of an intricate law be a
puzzle after digesting the data which Mr.
Rossmoore provides for his guidance. He
will need nothing but this book to guide
him in making out his estimate, numerous
examples of application to any case being
presented in the clearest and most intelli
gible manner. He has analyzed the huge
conundrum, and the result is a plain, un
varnished series of statements which any
high-school boy should be able to under
stand. There is not one point in the law
which is left untouched and there is no
point which requires further elucidation."
—The Annalist, New York.

“Mr. Rossmoore has succeeded In his at
tempt to give a clear, comprehensive, yet
comparatively brief, treatment of the Fed
eral Income Tax situation as It has been
left by the Revenue Act of 1921. . . . Mr.
Rossmoore writes with authority, not only
as a practicing certified public accountant
(New York), but also as a former chief of
the special audit section and the consoli
dated returns section and lecturer of the
Internal Revenue Bureau. . . .”
—Harvard Business Review,
Cambridge, Mass.
“. . . Federal Income Tax Problems"—
1922’ is probably quite justified in its claim
to be the most practical book on the income
tax ever published. . . . The book is writ
ten in an easy style which should appeal to
the layman. Its admirable Index greatly
increases its value as a reference work, and
makes it easy for each taxpayer to find the
answer to his own special problem. . . .
The author, Mr. E. E Rossmoore, is a cer
tified public accountant, who has held im
portant posts in the United States Bureau
of Internal Revenue, and who is regarded
as one of the foremost authorities upon the
Income tax."
—Daily News Record, New York.

Rossmoore’s Book Practical
Rossmoore’s Manual is not only a handbook for the lawyer and the accountant,
but a comprehensible guide for those who do not avail themselves of professional
assistance. Rossmoore’s method is to construct a problem on every point of the
tax law, illustrating in minute detail the provisions of the law and how they apply
to specific cases. There are 336 of these problems. His method is simplicity itself.
each problem consisting of five parts, vis.:
1. A statement of the procedure or topics to be illustrated.
2. A statement of assumed facts to be used for the illustration.
3. The goal of the problem or a statement of what is wanted.
4. The solution.
5. References, consisting of complete quotations from the Revenue Act of 1921
or rulings of the Bureau of Internal Revenue which the author has taken as official
authority for the solution presented by him.
In certain problems there Is a sixth part, consisting of “Author’s Note,” wherein
the author makes some comment of interest, such as an opinion as to the correct
ness of a certain ruling of the Bureau of Internal Revenue or comments on some
point in the law which in his opinion ought to be changed.

Mr. Rossmoore is also the authorof “FEDERAL CORPORATE INCOME
TAXES.” A few copies of this book still remain. The price is $7.50.
This book deals particularly with the determination of past liabilities of cor
porations. Audits of previous years are still being conducted by government
officials, and additional taxes will be assessed upon a great many corporations.
The government has until five years from the time the respective returns were
filed to levy these additional taxes. Are you certain you will not be asked to
pay any back taxes? With this volume at your disposal you should under
stand the proper course to follow.

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY.
J. A.
Fourth Avenue and Thirtieth Street. New York.
Enclosed find $.......... for which please send me, postage prepaid...............
copies of title checked below:
O “FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROBLEMS—1922."
By E. E. Rossmoore. Price $5.00.
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What Industrial Accounting Should
Mean to the Executive
*
By Stanley G. H. Fitch

The title selected for this address suggests two relative
thoughts; first, What is industrial accounting? second, What
classes of executives are concerned with industrial accounting?
Industrial accounting includes general financial accounts, subsidi
ary but coordinated cost accounts, production and sales records
and business statistics. The executives concerned with industrial
accounts comprise not only business executives who formulate the
policies and direct the operations of manufacturing and merchan
dising enterprises, but also the executives of banks that lend their
depositors’ money for borrowers’ current requirements, and the
heads of banking firms that finance borrowers’ permanent capital
requirements through the sale to investors of corporate securities.
Consequently industrial accounting will not be restricted in its
application to any single phase of business operations, but will
be approached from the viewpoint of those business executives
who are directly interested in the results disclosed through such
accounting, and also from the viewpoint of other executives act
ing on behalf of those indirectly interested, who may be widely
diversified, yet vitally concerned in such results.
SCOPE OF INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTING

A well-rounded system of industrial accounts furnishes the
best barometer of business and should embrace records which
may be generally classified under three main divisions, viz:

(1) General books of account from which condensed finan
cial statements may be prepared periodically, showing
the financial condition and operating results. The bal* An address delivered at the seventh annual meeting of the Associated Industries
of Massachusetts, Boston, October 18, 1922.
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ance-sheet, which sets forth the status of the company’s
financial condition at stated dates, and the profit-andloss statement, which accounts for the changes in finan
cial condition between two balance-sheet dates, are the
standard financial statements which do not require ex
tended comment at this time.

(2) Cost accounts under the control of the general books,
together with relative production records. The cost
accounts should be designed to make available compari
sons (such as by units of product), in such detail as
may be necessary to disclose the causes for variations
upward or downward. Standard costs in comparison
with actual costs frequently give more significant infor
mation than a mere examination of actual costs which
may have been incurred under abnormal conditions.

(3) Subsidiary books and records coordinated with the gen
eral books and under their control, from which state
ments containing analytical and comparative informa
tion in support of the major statements may be prepared.
The analytical statements should be designed to show
such information as may be required to set forth in de
tail the essential and significant facts of the business
operations. For example, a comparative analysis of
sales classified according to lines of product by territories,
or by salesmen, reflects the trend of the business as
affected by local or national conditions, seasons, varia
tions in energy or efficiency of the sales force, etc. A
similar analysis of selling expenses in conjunction with
the sales analysis indicates whether or not variations in
such expenses follow the variations in business done
and permit the necessary investigations in case the results
appear to be doubtful or illogical. Statistics of produc
tion should also be developed upon similar lines.
In every branch of industrial accounting coordination should
be the watch-word. This is particularly true of cost accounting.
Mere statistics, which are not reconcilable with nor controlled by
the financial books, are unreliable and frequently lead to erroneous
conclusions which inevitably result in disappointment or disaster.
The value of a cost accounting system may be measured directly
in terms of the quality of information furnished, the clarity with
which it is presented and the speed with which it is made avail
able. The study of ancient history may be of some interest to
posterity, but in relation to present results of business operations
it is of little value to an inquiring executive.
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Coöperation

in

Business Based

on

Confidence

With reference to the subject of this paper, a successful
manufacturer was asked the question, “What does industrial
accounting mean to you, a manufacturing executive?” His im
mediate reply was, “A well-rounded system of industrial accounts
forms the foundation of that confidence in the soundness of the
business which is essential to the success of any enterprise. That
confidence must be shared by the general manager and his direc
tors ; by the factory manager, the sales manager, and the banker.”
In order that a general manager may be assured that his
confidence is not misplaced, he must satisfy himself as to the
ability and integrity of his accounting personnel, entrusted with
the development of accounts and the compilation of statements
submitted to him for guidance. He must satisfy himself, either
by personal insight or by assurance from authoritative quarters,
that the methods of accounting followed are sound in principle
and efficient in operation, and, having in mind the thought that
costs submitted to him will determine to a large extent his selling
policy for the ensuing fiscal period, he must know the basis upon
which the costs have been computed.
To be specific with regard to data submitted relating to costs
and cost estimates, the executive should know the basis upon
which materials included therein have been charged, that is,
whether at cost or at market, and whether materials consumed
show on that basis a profit or a loss. In times of unsettled labor
conditions, he must know whether labor charges included in the
cost computation represent current rates of pay or rates antici
pated as payable at the date when the product is to be manu
factured. In respect to overhead expenses included in cost, he
must understand whether such overhead represents a normal
charge arrived at on the basis of normal production in a period
of normal business, or whether the amount so charged represents
an abnormal overhead under abnormal conditions.
Once having assured himself that his accounting methods
and the resulting financial statements are fundamentally sound,
a general manager is enabled to deal confidently with other mem
bers of his organization on the basis of the results reported. The
production manager, if called to account for an apparent shrink
age in production and consequent increase in production costs,
cannot then fall back upon the time-worn excuse that he believes
3
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the figures are not correct, because from past experience he must
share the general manager’s confidence in the accuracy of the
production and cost reports and must undertake wholeheartedly
to improve the operating efficiency of the factory.
A sales manager knows that the product of the factory must
be sold at a fair margin of profit if a business is to succeed in
the long run. But sales managers, too often, are prone to believe
that factory costs reported to them have been inflated for the
purpose of forcing up selling prices, so they claim they cannot
meet competition, based on rival manufacturers’ alleged costs
which may be wholly inaccurate. Therefore, confidence of the
general manager in his accounts begets confidence on the part
of his salesmen, who, in adopting a new viewpoint, go out to sell
on the basis of quality rather than on that of price alone.
Another phase of this subject is presented in the case of
proprietor-managers, who own or control substantially all of a
corporation’s stock, as distinct from those executives whose indi
vidual financial interests lie chiefly in their salaries, plus, possibly,
a percentage of profits. In the former instance a proprietor
manager may be satisfied with general information supplemented
by his own intimate knowledge of the business acquired through
years of close contact. In the second instance, however, much
greater detail in statements and reports may be required for
submission to directors and stockholders to whom the executives
are ultimately responsible.
In his relations with banks, the treasurer of a corporation
usually lays before the banker an annual statement of financial
condition and profit and loss. If he also presents monthly state
ments of operations, the banker is immediately inspired with con
fidence in the conduct of that business, for he sees that its execu
tives know currently the trend of the business and have informa
tion upon which to act promptly in the conduct of its affairs. The
banker sees that in the case of such a borrower the antiquated
system of determining profits and financial condition annually or
semi-annually through a physical inventory, with the consequent
possibility of continued losses remaining undetected for many
months, has given way to progressive and efficient methods of
currently accounting for profits or losses so that little is left to
chance or guess-work.
While a business executive may be expected to know the de
tails of his own particular line better than any outsider, neverthe
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less a banker is in position to ascertain in a broad way the general
trend of the market for basic materials and commodities. The
banker knows that in periods of depression enormous inventory
losses have to be taken if merchandise is to be marked down to
“market,” and he well knows the significance of the familiar
phrase “cost or market, whichever is lower,” as applied to in
ventory valuations. When under such conditions, he sees that a
borrower’s balance-sheet clearly shows that such losses have been
taken courageously, his confidence in the sound business judgment
of the borrower remains unshaken. But if he finds that a bor
rower’s inventory has been valued at cost in the face of a falling
market, a doubt at once arises in his mind regarding the wisdom
of the manager.
Consideration must also be given to the banking-house execu
tive who is charged with the responsibility of recommending to
his customers the securities of the enterprise which he finances.
Such an executive cannot usually examine minutely the account
ing methods and the details supporting the financial statements
presented to him, but he does scrutinize the periodical or monthly
statements of operations which are placed upon his desk and his
decisions result from the confidence, or lack of it, which he may
feel with respect to the officers of such companies and their
organizations.
In the structure of mutual confidence upon which sound
business relations are built, it may not be out of place to refer
to the increasing need for public accountants as advisors of their
clients. The progressive executive requires not only audits and
certification of annual statements, but he also welcomes unbiased
investigation of his accounting methods and systems. Expressed
in other words, such an executive has his methods as well as his
accounts audited, and while he may not have opportunity for
close personal contact with the details of his accounting system,
he comes to rely with confidence upon his accounting adviser in
order that efficiency and economy, and the application of correct
principles, may continue to characterize the work of his account
ing organization.
COORDINATION OF COST ACCOUNTING WITH CONTROL

OF INVENTORIES AND PRODUCTION

The significance of industrial accounting is perhaps well re
flected in recent comments by the head of a prominent manufac-
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tuning concern. He stressed particularly the value of cost ac
counting when accompanied by adequate physical control of raw
materials, work in process and finished product; and it must be
admitted that cost-accounting systems, otherwise carefully
planned, have proved deficient because they failed to provide con
trol over physical stocks through the medium of adequate store
rooms, store records and production records.
In an admirable booklet on Perpetual Inventory and Stores
Control recently published by the fabricated production depart
ment of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the con
clusion, amply supported in detail, is irresistibly drawn that an
efficient stores or perpetual-inventory system, and that alone, will
provide for—
1. Sufficient material to meet production requirements so
that production shall at least not be checked by a lack
of necessary material.
2. A minimum investment in inventories, which is of impor
tance.
3. An orderly and accessible arrangement of material and
the physical safeguarding of material from the ele
ments and from theft.
4. The elimination of the burdensome and inaccurate annual
physical inventory.
5. A monthly closing by giving the amount and value of
material on hand at any time.
6. An invaluable record in case of fire loss.
7. A safeguard against the accumulation of obsolescent ma
terial.
A perpetual inventory will show the past and present con
sumption of material, will allow for a revision of the quantities
of material carried in meeting fluctuating market and production
conditions, and will indicate the items that are slow moving, over
stocked or non-standard.
A statement sometimes made, that “detailed costs cannot be
obtained, the operations are too complicated and the shop would
be swamped with clerical work,” is always a challenge to the man
who knows he must have accurate costs; and he usually can ob
tain what he needs as the result of simplified and more efficient
factory operation. For example, in planning a cost system where
costs distinguishing separate operations had to be ascertained
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for articles involving continuous flow through successive depart
ments, it was alleged to be impracticable to determine such costs
owing to the involved routing of the articles produced. However,
it was amply demonstrated in such instances that an analysis of
the manufacturing operations showed useless and inefficient move
ments of stock, so that through re-routing of orders, or rearrange
ment of departments, the movements of stock were simplified,
while efficiency in manufacturing operations was attained, quite
incidental to the development of an intelligent cost-accounting
system.
Another significant fact has developed in the experience of
manufacturers, viz., the dominance of the sales manager in cer
tain organizations. He often feels that he alone knows what can
be sold to the company’s greatest advantage and bases his opinion
upon demands by the trade, even though his policy involves the
manufacture and sale of an excessive variety of goods. He fails
to remember that quantity production in a few lines spells profits,
while production widely diversified in many lines may result in
small profits or even losses. In the face of a predominant sales
manager, the wise general manager must rely upon his cost ac
counts, which should unerringly show the lines that should be
pushed in the interest of profitable business; but the general man
ager who lacks the fundamental support of adequate and complete
accounts is often unable to maintain a position which he intuitively
knows is best for the company’s welfare and may have to acquiesce
in unsound manufacturing and selling policies.
Fundamental Knowledge of Cost Factors Essential
To Interpretation of Results

It is not within the scope of this article to discuss in detail
the relative merits of various methods of cost finding and of
overhead distribution but it seems pertinent to draw attention
to the fact that, in reviewing cost statements laid before him, an
executive requires a fundamental understanding of the factors
of cost and especially of the nature of the charges designated as
overhead expenses.
Reference to the history of the development of industrial
accounting reveals the primitive methods of cost finding which
have been used up to comparatively recent days, and in too many
instances may still be found in use. Too frequently the timeworn formula “material, labor and overhead” has been contracted
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until it becomes merely “material and labor,” while overhead is
not recognized as a cost factor or is roughly included in the
“margin” added for profit in fixing the selling price.
The modern development of cost finding has been along
the lines of cost analysis, the allocation directly to the operation
or the production unit of all possible charges and the further
analysis of overhead expenses for the purpose of applying such
charges to the cost of operations or production units in such a
way that they may be borne by the product to which they really
apply—as opposed to the rule-of-thumb methods of overhead dis
tribution by the addition of approximate percentages of labor or
material charges. A cursory review of current publications deal
ing with cost finding, emphasizes the importance, now recognized
by cost accountants and engineers, of exact knowledge of the ele
ments of cost and especially of the charges included in overhead
and their proper allocation to the cost of the product. In contrast
with this recognition of the need for exact knowledge of the factors
upon which true costs are built is the practice, still followed by
some accountants and executives, of tabulating figures of alleged
cost which ought not to be accepted at their face value if sound
conclusions are to be drawn therefrom in determining questions
of administrative policy.
In numerous instances, depreciation of plant and equipment
has been entirely disregarded as an element of cost but has been
dealt with annually as a charge to profit-and-loss, after the oper
ating results for the year, exclusive of such charges have been
ascertained. The depreciation charge has thus been determined,
not on the basis of what constitutes a fair allowance for wear
and tear not made good by maintenance charges, but rather in
the light of what the earnings statement can bear and still show
a balance to the credit of profit-and-loss. This procedure usually
results in excessive charges during profitable years, while little
or nothing is charged for depreciation in lean years; although it
is a fact that nearly all depreciation of fixed assets continues to
accrue regardless of the results of business operations. There
would, therefore, seem to be an opportunity to bring home to
some executives the thought that costs should be true costs, un
colored by the desires of individual persons to make them reflect
conditions which are contrary to the facts. Depreciation is not
an imaginary charge against operations merely because it is com
monly expressed by bookkeeping entries which do not for the
8
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moment express immediate and actual outlay in cash. On the
other hand if provision is not made for the recovery (through
the medium of depreciation charges to cost of operations over a
period of years) of the amount invested in plant and equipment,
the ultimate result will be disastrous.
Many cost systems provide for the inclusion in cost of in
terest on investment as an item of overhead expense. By interest
on investment is meant a charge, at an arbitrary rate, computed
on the amount of capital locked up in plant or inventories. Such
a charge, when placed upon the books, represents a fictitious or
imaginary transaction, as a charge against cost or production and
as a credit to profit-and-loss. At no time does interest on invest
ment represent an actual outlay, but it has been argued that it
does measure the expected or normal return on the capital in
vested before ascertaining the profit from manufacturing or trad
ing. In other words, costs computed on such a basis are inflated
to the extent that they include charges representing unrealized
profits.
The foregoing comments indicate how cost figures, according
to the methods followed, may understate or overstate actual costs
which are the only safe guide to the executive in interpreting his
operating results and in planning future policies. It is apparent,
therefore, that the executive in considering statements of operat
ing results and statements of costs should not only have entire
confidence in the figures submitted to him but also should have
a knowledge of the fundamental methods followed in their com
pilation.
Cost Accounting Necessary to Business Success

Successful executive's have long realized that cost keeping,
or cost finding, is essential to business success and that it is not
a theory, advanced by professional accountants for their own par
ticular aggrandizement, although to the untrained man cost
accounting has long been shrouded in deepest mystery. Perhaps
such a mental attitude accounts for the fact that according to
statistics compiled by the government, more than half of the 250,000 business corporations in this country operate without profit,
while not more than 5% of the total number record what it
actually costs them to make their goods. In many cases, of
course, profits earned are merely the result of good luck rather
than of good management.
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The following extract is taken from a recent government
survey:
It is the belief of the commission that the small margin of profit
existing in so many of our industries is due to the ignorance on the
part of manufacturers of what their goods actually cost to produce.
This ignorance causes them to make unprofitable prices, which the
manufacturer who does know his cost is forced to meet to a large
extent.
Formerly the necessity for the determination of true manufacturing
costs was not as imperative as it is today. Margins between cost and
selling price in most lines were larger. Costs could be ignored except
in a general way and a good return still be made on the investment;
but, today, margins of profit in most lines of trade are very much
more narrowed than formerly, and the necessity for the most efficient
management and closest analysis is felt as never before.
It is necessary today for the business man’s success, that he
know on what articles he is making a profit, and on what articles he
is incurring a loss. Competitive conditions are seriously disturbed
where losses on one or more articles are recovered by profits on
other articles. It is obvious that a manufacturer should not only
know the cost of each article he manufactures but that he should see
that every article manufactured bears its proper share of factory and
general overhead.
Most manufacturing plants have grown to a size which renders
personal supervision impossible. The only reliable way, therefore, by
which an executive can judge the efficiency of an organization is
through a system of periodical statistical reports. These reports can
be accurately obtained only when a good cost system is in operation.
New methods are being introduced and improved machinery in
stalled in the factory every day with a view of reducing costs either
by the elimination of waste or by increasing efficiency. It is impossible
to know whether the introduction of these improvements will reduce
costs unless the manufacturer knows not only what his total cost is
but exactly what items make up the total. Items of cost are frequently
lost track of when the total only is considered, while if these items
were properly segregated so as to show what they were, they could
be materially reduced and in some instances eliminated altogether.

Not only does accurate cost accounting give to the manufac
turer complete information for establishing selling prices, but it
also assists him in meeting new industrial conditions as they
arise from time to time. While statistics show that the peak in
prices of basic commodities and labor was passed some time since,
yet the recent decline in prices has been checked to a large extent
and the manufacturer is again confronted with demands for higher
wages and better labor conditions and these in the face of keen
competition in marketing his product.
The real function of a cost system is not merely to record
the cost of operation but to assemble data which can be used with
a clear and correct understanding to reduce costs. Only then
does it perform its full duty and become a most valuable agent
for the promotion of factory efficiency. A logical conclusion,
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therefore, is that every industrial plant needs a reliable cost system
to present regularly in an orderly manner the vital facts relating
to the business and to tell the story, week by week, of the actual
current business conditions, including exact costs of operations by
divisions and departments of the business.
An authority on manufacturing costs very aptly says:
The aim and object of every cost system should be to afford true
and accurate information as to facts. It is based on facts; it should
embody and present facts and naught else. To exaggerate facts and
to show fictitious profits and values is not worse than to depreciate
facts and to conceal true profits and values. The creation of a correct
science of industrial accounting and costs should be the desire and
aim of all who are concerned with industrial management. To accom
plish this, three things at least are needed:
(a) Clear understanding of fundamental principles.
(b) Definite terminology generally understood and accepted.
(c) Frequent interchange of the data of practice, whereby the
adoption of sound principles may be promoted, the experience
of each may be available to all, the best methods may become
established, and above all, a standard system may ultimately
be created.
The accomplishment of these results, by affording complete and
accurate knowledge of the facts pertaining to industrial efficiency, and
to the costs of production, will tend greatly and permanently to pro
mote the development of American industry.

In order to devise an adequate and effective cost system, the
cost accountant at the outset must study the evolution of the
product or products manufactured; he must become intimately
acquainted with the manufacturing processes, the flow of mate
rials through the works, the physical layout of the plant, and
the practical problems to be solved in the course of production,
as well as in arriving at the cost of the product. In every new
undertaking he must act as a scientist engaged in research work,
in the quest for exact knowledge upon which to found his cost
accounting structure; and frequently he must explore the mys
teries of the chemistry of manufacturing processes. The cost
accountant who fully grasps his opportunities in this manner ac
quires a clearer vision and broader intellectual outlook in meeting
the problems in industrial accounting.
Leading executives in many lines of business have recognized
the value of uniform methods of accounting as a means of bring
ing together for intelligent discussion manufacturers who have
common problems and common interest. Statistics compiled by
the fabricated production department of the United States Cham
ber of Commerce show that in more than one hundred commodity
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lines uniformity in accounting methods already has been estab
lished or attempted. The progress varies from the initial steps,
involving the preliminary work of investigation, to the adoption
and installation of completed cost systems on standard lines.
The use of uniform cost-accounting methods will go far toward
the elimination of unintelligent competition resulting from incom
plete or unreliable costs.
Moreover, certain trades have established bureaus for the
tabulation and distribution of trade statistics relating to business
conditions of especial value to the respective trades. When the
executive studies the trend of business as evidenced by his own
comparative statements and sees, perhaps, that his own business
is falling off, he is also able to view his results in comparison
with those of the trade as a whole. If he finds that his own busi
ness has been maintained as to volume at a relatively higher ratio
to normal than general business has been maintained in his line,
he may have reasonable grounds for satisfaction in believing that
he has continued to secure at least his share of the available
orders, provided of course that he has not sacrificed profits in
obtaining the business; but, if he finds that he has not main
tained his relative proportion of business done, he has a compel
ling reason for searching inquiry in order to ascertain the cause
of such a condition.
Budgetary Control of Business Operations

A budget system has been defined as an accounting and sta
tistical organization whose function is (1) to gather information
from the past; (2) to formulate on that basis plans for the
future; and (3) to report subsequently how these plans have
been executed.
Budgetary control of business operations is of comparatively
recent development but in many organizations is a fact. A budget
for a given period embraces careful estimates of the volume of
business expected; of the expenditures necessary in manufactur
ing or purchasing and in marketing the goods; and finally of the
cash requirements necessary to finance the production and sale
of the goods. In preparing such a budget, the estimates must
be made in detail by departments; and the department heads
must be held accountable for any variations. The far-sighted
executive, in carrying out his business campaign according to
the budget, should have at his command all necessary informa
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tion in relation to the past, through the medium of the accounts
upon which he relies without question.
The business highway is strewn with business wrecks which
came to grief through plunging into the unexplored regions of
new business ventures without the guiding and restraining in
fluence of a budget. In the early days of the development of the
automobile industry, many corporations found themselves at the
end of their resources because they attempted to expand too fast.
It is true that they were operating in a new field where the out
come could not well be foreseen, but a limit upon expenditure,
established through the medium of a carefully planned budget,
would have gone far toward preventing financial disaster. Today,
some manufacturers, in the search for business to fill their plants
that were lavishly extended for war activities, have undertaken
the production of radio outfits, expecting to reap quick and large
profits in supplying the popular demand. A few of these manu
facturers have found already that they are over-extended finan
cially because they did not budget their campaign and did not
hold their investment in a new enterprise within reasonable
bounds. In periods like the present, characterized by keen com
petition, or in times of business depression like those through
which we have recently passed, when economy and retrenchment
are the watchwords, the executive comes to rely upon a careful
budget and in its planning turns instinctively and confidently for
help to the cost accountant.
The day of the sellers’ market and of easy profits is gone,
perhaps never to return in our generation, and the budget has
become the guide of the executive. The cost accountant’s help
in budget-building is indispensable. A well-known writer has
well said that there is perhaps no greater service the cost account
ant can perform at this time for the general manager than to
help him formulate a budget which will yield a reasonable profit
on a normal year’s business and will set a standard that if not
maintained will mean less than a fair return on investment and
if much exceeded will involve financial risks incommensurate
with the possible additional return. This budget should be
framed in such a way as to provide for balanced production and
continuity of operation. In other words, it should allow for full
utilization of production facilities; and to that end cost account
ants should check and condemn any tendency to manufacture any
thing and everything for which there is a possible demand and
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should bring to bear cost figures that will disclose the expensive
ness and wastefulness of such a practice.
It is perhaps unnecessary to emphasize the importance of
organizing the work of budget preparation within the accounting
department so that those department heads who are to be held
accountable under the budget plan for production, sales, expenses
and costs may have no control over the reporting of the results
of the operations. Such department heads, of course, should
be freely supplied with all detailed information regarding the
operations and expenses of their departments that may be re
quired in reviewing their achievements or failures when measured
by the budget standards, but under no conditions should the man
whose output is under test be permitted to select the gauge by
which his performance is to be measured.
The Executive and the Accountant—The
Personal Relation

In his relations with his accounting department, the busy
executive may find that the accountants in his organization do
not always rise to the full height of their opportunities. The
executive, of course, may not be a trained accountant but his
mind is trained to grasp quickly the essentials of any problem
and to determine its solution when presented to him. Sometimes
he has to analyze a statement which contains all the facts but
may not be helpful because it lacks significant arrangement or
display. It is then that he wonders, quite naturally, if his
accountants ever pause to ask themselves a few pertinent ques
tions such as the following (recently propounded by a thoughtful
student of this subject) : “Do accountants realize that executives
are busy men with no time, patience nor inclination to wade
through a mass of details?” “Do accountants therefore make
their cost reports simple and concise, featuring the essential
facts?” “Do they try to interpret the financial statements they
prepare, or do they leave the executive to draw his own conclu
sions as best he can?” “Do they use graphic charts and com
parisons of percentages, wherever possible, and do they submit
comparisons with past, or standard performance ?” Until account
ants can answer such questions in the affirmative, they have yet
far to go in order adequately to fulfill their obvious duties in
their respective organizations.
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While it is true that accountants, both in public practice
and private employ, can not be infallible, there is much to be
said on behalf of the hard-pressed executive who fails to find
always the desired degree of initiative, vision, and energy in the
personnel of his accounting department. But on the other hand,
where can be found a higher degree of conscientious service in
any department of his organization? With the right kind of
leadership on the part of the executive—inspiration through per
sonal encouragement of good work, suitable reward for conscien
tious and intelligent effort—accountants as a class will not fail
to meet any emergency that may arise and call for unflinching
loyalty and hard work. And here it may not be out of place to
recall that it is a common occurrence in the business world for
the accountant to rise rapidly beyond his immediate surroundings
and through sheer force of character and ability to become the
executive head of even a great organization.
The Solution of Daily Problems in
Industrial Accounting

Taxation has affected the pocket nerve in an unmistakable
fashion, and sound and efficient accounting methods admittedly
contribute toward the attainment of business success, yet their
influence may not be of the headline variety and their importance
may often be minimized by an executive. In practically every
business organization may be found an accountant more or less
qualified to solve daily problems without outside help, but, in the
writer’s experience, such accountants are somewhat reluctant to
call for assistance upon questions relating to the accounts of a
business about which they believe they know more than any
outsider knows. Nevertheless, they often lose sight of the fact
that questions of principle frequently arise involving in their so
lution the application of sound accounting theory and practice, so
that professional accountants, qualified by years of study and
practical experience along broad general lines, could undoubtedly
render valuable assistance without detracting from the prestige
of the corporation accountant.
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Sinking-fund Method for Amortizing
*
Franchises
By John R. Wildman

Accountants have been accused by laymen, on more than
one occasion, of making things which are simple and clear appear
complex and mysterious. Whether the sinking fund method as a
basis for amortizing franchises may not be so stigmatized, is one
of the questions to which, in this paper, I desire to give consider
ation. Some of the other matters have to do with the compara
tive application to a practical case of this and the straight-line
method.
Definitions, always difficult to frame and sometimes equally
difficult to understand, are a necessary antecedent to any technical
discussion. I shall therefore take the liberty, in order to avoid
any misunderstanding, of stating my conception of certain terms.
A sinking fund is an asset, withdrawn and set apart from
general funds, which, through periodical deposits with interest
accretions, will accumulate at a future given date to a sum suffi
cient to liquidate a certain liability.
Amortization, as it relates to a franchise, is that process
whereby the value of the franchise is periodically and gradually
reduced.
A franchise is a governmental grant, giving the exclusive
right to make use of natural resources or of public property, either
for a term or in perpetuity.
It appears that we are not concerned in this discussion with
the manner in which the franchise value is derived, but rather
with subsequent treatment of the value after it has once been
fixed. It appears, further, that complications will be avoided
and the issue made clearer if franchises granted in perpetuity
are eliminated. We then have before us only such franchises as
are granted to run for a term of years and may not be renewed.
It will be conceded, presumably, that term franchises without
renewal features will, at their expiration, have no value as assets,
and that proper accounting requires that the value of any such
franchise shall be absorbed through charges to operations extend
* A paper read before a regional meeting of the American Institute of Account
ants, Cincinnati, Ohio, November 11, 1922.
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ing over the period which the franchise has to run. There is
every logical reason for making the charges to operations uniform
and no logical reason, apparently, for varying the charges. This
statement is based on the theory that the asset is subject to grad
ual reduction incident to lapse of time. Equity to stockholders
seems to demand that this should be so.
The argument has sometimes been advanced that earnings
are dependent on the franchise; that as the franchise approaches
the end of its life the earnings decline in amount. This is a pos
sibility but by no means assured, while the expiration of the
franchise value is a certainty.
The question of replacing capital invested in the franchise
is separate and distinct from that at issue in this discussion and
should not be confused therewith. If it is desired to provide for
the replacement of the franchise so that, at its expiration, the
capital of stockholders will have been kept intact, the creation
of a sinking fund is obviously necessary. The distinction between
a sinking fund for the replacement of capital and the sinking-fund
method of arriving at figures which will measure the amount of
amortization applicable to the franchise from time to time should
be kept constantly in mind.
It is characteristic of a sinking fund that the deposits are
equal in amount but somewhat less than would be pro-rata deposits
based on the number of periods, because of the interest which is
compounded.
One thousand dollars pro-rated over a three-period term
would call for a deposit of $333.33. A deposit of $320.34 made
at the end of each period for three periods would, with interest
at 4% on the amounts deposited and the interest accretions
thereon, produce $1,000.00 at the end of the term. Analyzed
with respect to principal and interest, it is obvious that $961.02
represents the sum of the deposits while $38.98 is the interest.
In the bookkeeping which records the accumulation of any
sinking fund, the amount involved in the entry which covers the
transfer of cash from general funds to the sinking fund never
varies, once the amount has been scientifically determined. If a
reserve for sinking fund were to be created, the amount charged
against operations and credited to reserve would correspond to
the amount of sinking-fund deposit and likewise would not vary.
But the reserve would not keep pace with the fund, on account
of interest accretions, unless an entry were made charging the
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sinking-fund account and crediting the reserve. The crux of the
situation however, is found in the fact that this entry has a foun
dation different from either of those previously made in the sink
ing fund and the sinking-fund reserve accounts. It is based on
an earning arising from restricted assets, instead of being appro
priated from those earnings which come from the assets regularly
employed in the enterprise. The earning flows to the reserve and
relieves the operations of charges to the extent of the amount of
the earning.
The sinking-fund method of determining the amount which
periodically must be credited to a reserve for the complete amorti
zation of a franchise at the end of a given term differs from the
foregoing in the amount to be charged to operations and credited
to the reserve. This is due to the fact that the method does not
provide the interest. There are no actual funds involved from
which interest may be derived. The amounts used are merely
such as would appear were the sinking fund a fact and invested
at an interest rate which has been arbitrarily assumed.
A sinking-fund reserve set up to amount, at the end of a
three-period term, to $1,000.00 would require a periodical charge
to operations of $320.34. An amortization reserve with the same
objective, set up on a sinking-fund basis, would require as charges
to operations a series with the amounts increasing as follows:
$320.24, $333.16, $346.50. Thus, it will be seen that a curve
describing the charges incident to building up such an amortiza
tion reserve turns more sharply upward as the interest in any
amount becomes greater than the interest in the preceding amount.
For example, the interest on $320.24 at 4% for one period is
$12.92, but for two periods compounded is $13.34. The increase
in interest, becoming all the time greater, results, where the sink
ing-fund method is used, in charges which increase, not gradually
but in a manner disproportionate to the lapse of time. The effect
of this method is to make charges which are low during the early
years in the life of a franchise and high during the latter years
thereof. Were the interest element omitted, a curve describing
the charges would rise gradually from base to apex and would
show the result produced by what is known as the straight-line
method.
Authority for the use of the sinking-fund method as a basis
for amortizing franchises is somewhat difficult to find. Most text
books which treat of the subject are in agreement with the theory
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on which the public service commissions law, New York, section
69, is based, as follows:
To a depreciation account called “general amortization” is to be
charged, besides depreciation of tangible fixed capital, such portion of
the life of intangible fixed capital as has expired or been consumed
during the month.

If there are any texts, authoritative or otherwise, which ad
vocate a method contrary to such as would be indicated by the
above, they are not generally known.
The uniform classification of accounts prescribed for public
utilities by the railroad commission of Wisconsin, promulgated
in December, 1908, constitutes at least one exception, and is so
explicit as to leave little doubt of the intention to require the sink
ing-fund method. After describing the manner in which the
amortization reserve shall be raised, the instructions are illus
trated as follows:
For example, a corporation pays $100,000.00 for a twenty-year
franchise to operate a public utility. In order that this amount shall
be set aside out of revenue and the actual capital of the corporation
not be impaired by dividends paid, there shall be charged monthly
to the account amortization reserve requirements, crediting the amorti
zation reserve, an amount which, invested at current rates of interest,
will at the end of the franchise term have created an amount equiva
lent to the cost of the franchise.

Read in the light of ordinary accounting intelligence, this
appears to relate only to the charge against operations on the one
hand and the reserve on the other. Nothing is said about a fund
or any accumulation of assets. Except where reference is made
to setting aside an amount out of revenue and investing an
amount at current rates of interest there does not seem to be any
opportunity so to construe the verbiage. Judged by the context,
such construction seems hardly warranted. But taking the para
graph as a whole, it does seem to point to the sinking-fund
formula as a basis for arriving at the figures to be used in fixing
the periodical charges to operations and building up the reserve.
Whatever significance this ruling of the Wisconsin commis
sion may have had in the affairs of utility companies in that
state appears to have been affected by a revision of the Wisconsin
statutes making franchises indeterminate and subject to municipal
acquisition. The reference is interesting, however, as furnishing,
if correctly interpreted, some authority for the use of the method
under consideration.
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The practical effect of using the sinking-fund method is
found in a case which came under my observation, the facts of
which are substantially those which follow:
A certain corporation acquired through purchase from the
original holders, and for a large sum, a franchise to take water
from a well-known stream for a power-generating plant. The
cost of the franchise was segregated and set up, but no steps
were taken to amortize it. The franchise was for a term and
had about seventy-five years to run when acquired by the certain
corporation.
Subsequently, all the stock of the corporation got into the
hands of an individual who entered into a contract to sell the net
assets to a corporation, interested in a more pretentious scheme
for developing hydro-electric power, at such price as a balancesheet at a given date would show.
A considerable number of years having elapsed since the
franchise was acquired by the first-named corporation, and no
charges having been made to operations for amortization of the
franchise, the value of the franchise became an important factor
in determining the amount representing the net assets and conse
quently the amount to pass from one party to the other under
the contract.
The possibilities for argument are at once apparent. With
the large amount involved in the cost of the franchise and the
long stretch to the date of expiration, computations based on
the sinking-fund method would show ridiculously low charges
against operations in the early years and absurdly high charges
during the latter years of the period. On the other hand, the
straight-line method would equalize the charges over the period.
As might be expected, the parties to the transaction contended
for different methods: one, a seller’s method: the other, a buyer’s.
Each retained accountants in the controversy, but unfortunately
the accountants, after several long and intensive discussions,
failed to agree. The difference in the amounts as determined
by the respective methods for the period during which amortiza
tion applied was approximately $100,000.00, obviously a sum
worth fighting for.
In conclusion, it is my opinion that the sinking-fund method
as a basis for amortizing franchises is unsound, because it makes
use of an interest theory which does not apply; because it con
fuses the issue by suggesting a replacement of capital through the
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setting aside of assets which is no part of the problem and does
not take place; and in that it reduces the value of the franchise
in unequal amounts, which is inconsistent with the gradual diminu
tion contemplated by the theory of amortization. It is impracti
cable and dangerous, because of the inequities which its use may
perpetrate. It makes something which is simplicity itself appear
involved and difficult. There is no comparison, in my opinion,
between the sinking-fund method and the straight-line method in
the amortization of franchise values.
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Cost Apportionment in Flour Milling
By Raymond W. McKee

Reference to the Accountants' Index, pages 803 and 804, dis
closes the fact that a number of articles have been written on the
subject of flour-mill accounting and that both the federal trade
commission and the United States food administration felt con
strained to offer some recommendations on the subject. More
over it would be foreign to the purpose of this article to take up
in detail the various classifications of accounts in use in the milling
industry or to discuss to any extent the many methods which are
being used to ascertain costs. There are several. Some of them
are good; a great many are indifferent; while a few are hope
lessly bad. Perhaps the most extensively used of the methods is,
with variations by each concern, the following:
Proceeding on the theory that the mill owner is chiefly engaged
in the production of high-grade flour, the other commodities
milled from the wheat are treated as by-products. In-freight
and elevator expenses are usually charged to the cost of wheat,
and the wheat account receives credit for sales (at cost, of course)
and for grain delivered to the mill. Here, however, the wheat—
perhaps properly—loses its identity and is simply charged to the
cost of manufacturing flour. As a part compensation for this
charge the cost of manufacturing flour receives credit for the
value of the by-products produced.
It is, of course, quite apparent that a fallacy exists here, for in
lowering the cost of milling flour by this means—with a corre
sponding charge to by-products inventory—some arbitrary value
must be selected for the so-called by-products. And what should
this value be ? Market price ordinarily seems to govern this pric
ing, but some concerns use an estimated cost; found by lowering
the market price of the products in question by the estimated
profit on such products. Obviously it would be as accurate and
much easier to estimate the cost thus in the first place, charging
the cost of flour with an estimated proportion of the total milling
expense.
Now, in a number of industries, notably crude oil and coaltar refining, a raw product is put through several, often hundreds
of, processes, and there are extracted during the course of this
processing various products, widely different in character and
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value. In this respect flour milling belongs to this class of indus
tries, since there are produced from the wheat many grades of
“patent” flour, a lower grade clear flour, bran, shorts, mixed feed,
graham flour, et cetera.
Granting that it is entirely possible to determine with a fair
degree of accuracy the process cost of each of the products
extracted from the wheat, one is still confronted with the rather
puzzling problem of allocating to whatever of the above enumer
ated products that happen to be milled the largest single item of
expense entering into their cost—that is, the cost of the grain
milled.
Manifestly if a sixty-pound bushel of wheat, costing say $2.00,
produces 36 pounds of high-grade flour, 6 pounds of clear flour,
10 pounds of bran and 8 pounds of shorts, the cost of the element
of the wheat entering into the composition of the high-grade
flour, with a market price of say $5.00, is considerably more than
that element which enters into the manufacture of the bran, for
example, with a market price of only $1.00 per hundred. It is
obvious that the most valuable part of the wheat is the flour
extracted therefrom, while the products of lesser value are pro
duced from the least valuable portion of the grain. It would
appear from this that the values of the different products bear
some relation to their costs, and that if a selected value for each be
used in conjunction with the pounds produced of each of the
products, a logical basis for the apportionment of costs can be
obtained.
As it usually will be found that both corn and wheat are
ground by the same mill, it will be necessary that the various
direct and indirect expenses be allocated and classified in such a
manner as to reveal as nearly as is determinable the actual costs of
each class of manufacture and that the classes so obtained be
further subdivided so as to disclose the manufacturing cost
(excluding, however, cost of grain used) of each product. No
difficulty is usually encountered in this respect; and since the
processes are different in each concern no classification of accounts
will be offered here. The purpose of the article is rather to dis
cuss a method for the apportionment of the cost of grain to the
different products; and indeed in some of the smaller concerns
it has been found feasible to apportion milling expense as be
tween corn and wheat on the basis of the pounds produced of
each in the ratio to the total pounds of both produced; and for
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the purpose of further apportioning milling expense to products,
to use the same method as is proposed for the allocation of the
cost of grain.
An illustration will serve better. The following set of figures
therefore, will be assumed. It must be remembered, however,
that the figures are used for purposes of illustration and that
it is not represented that they are based on the experience of
any one concern, nor upon an average or standard experience.
They are entirely arbitrary. Let us assume:
Milling Expense:

Labor and superintendence ........................................
Power ............................................................................
Light, heat and water .................................................
Repairs ..........................................................................
Depreciation ..................................................................
Insurance ......................................................................
Laboratory ....................................................................
Proportion of clearing accounts.................................
Miscellaneous supplies and expense...........................
Total milling expense...................................
Pounds of wheat milled ....................................................
Pounds of corn milled ......................................................
Total..........................................................................
Per cent of wheat to total.................................................
Per cent of com to total..................................................
Total ........................................................................

$1,139.50
1,094.75
72.35
1,597.56
447.54
153.81
10.00
10.00
80.00
$4,605.51
1,527,273
316,181
1,843,454
82.848%
17.152%
100.000%

We will now assume that the cost of wheat milled, including
a proper proportion of elevator expense, is as follows:
Cost of wheat products:
Cost of wheat milled .................................
Total milling expense ................................. $4,605.51
Amount thereof applicable to wheat ...........................

82.848%

Total cost of wheat products milled ...............................

Pounds
1,527,273

Amount
$24,220.16

...............

3,815.57

1,527,273

$28,035.73

Allocated to products as follows:
Value per 100 pound
100
units
pounds produced
Flour; high-grade ............................. $2.63 x 7,272.29 =
Flour; clear .......................................
1.87 x 3,080.00 =
Bran ................................................................ 966 x 732.87 =
Shorts ...................................................
1.25 x 1,366.42 =
Mixed feed.............................................
1.03 x 2,221.45 =
Graham, etc...........................................
1.91 x 452.20 =
Miscellaneous .....................................
2.21 x 147.50 =

Per cent. Amount
19,126.12 62.139 $17,421.12
5,759.60 18.712
5,246.05
707.95
2.300
644.82
1,708.02
5.549
1,555.70
2,288.09 7.434
2,084.18
863.70
2.806
786.98
325.98
1.060
297.18
30,779.46 100.000
$28,035.73
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Cost of corn products:
Cost of corn milled ..............................................................................
Total milling expense ........................................ $4,605.21
Amount thereof applicable to corn ...................................... 17.152%

.............

789.94

Total cost of corn products milled .................................

316,181

$4,067.18

Pounds
316,181

Amount
$3,277.24

Allocated to products as follows:
Value per 100 pound
100
units
pounds
produced
Per cent. Amount
Chops .......................................................... $1.07x2,238.26 = 2,394.94 58.713 $2,387.96
Meal ....................................... ...................
1.75 x 776.05 = 1,358.09 33.295
1,354.17
Miscellaneous ............................................
2.21 x 147.50 = 325.98
7.992
325.05
4,079.01 100.000

$4,067.18

Summary of milling costs:
Flour; high-grade ................................................
Flour; clear ..........................................................
Bran ..........................................................................
Shorts ......................................................................
Mixed feed ............................................................
Graham, etc..............................................................
Miscellaneous (wheat) .......................................
Miscellaneous (corn) .........................................
Chops ........................................................................
Meal ..........................................................................

Pounds
milled
727,229
308,000
73,287
136,642
222,145
45,220
14,750
14,750
223,826
77,605

Total
cost
$17,421.12
5,246.05
644.82
1,555.70
2,084.18
786.68
297.18
325.05
2,387.96
1,354.17

Cost per
cwt.
$2.39554
1.70326
.87985
1.13852
.93821
1.73967
2.01478
2.20372
1.06688
1.74495

1,843,454

$32,102.91

$1.74145

To the costs obtained by the above method should be added
the cost of containers, and such containers should be considered
when a physical inventory is taken.
The method possesses the advantage of placing before the
mill executive a cost statement from which he can determine
upon which of the products a profit is being made and upon
which a loss is being sustained. No product is burdened with
an unproportionate amount of expense and thus will not show
a paper loss ; on the other hand no products are treated as a
miscellaneous (“velvet”) income with which to credit some
thing, at the expense of another product. Nor do the opening
and closing inventories contain at any time an anticipated profit,
as might be the case where the method of crediting by-products
to cost of flour is used.
A number of refinements are often desirable and changes
are of course necessary when it is desired to adapt the general
method to a specific case.
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Accounting for Rice Milling
By T. J. Tapp
Rice was long known in the East before it was introduced
into Egypt and Greece. It is now cultivated extensively in the
low lands of tropical and sub-tropical parts of southeastern Asia,
Egypt, Japan, China, part of the southern United States and
several districts of Europe. There are many varieties in size
and form. Those most commonly grown in this country are
Honduras, blue rose, early prolific and Japan. Rice is grown
principally in the swampy districts of South Carolina, Georgia,
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas. It requires a great deal of
water and in many instances it is actually sown in submerged
ground and then harrowed in. The ground is kept in a very
moist state at all times during the growth and where there is not
sufficient rainfall irrigation is necessary. In all districts where
rice is grown the land is terraced and ditched so that water may
be turned in at any time. Water is furnished by irrigating com
panies organized for that specific purpose. When it is time for
the harvest the water is shut off and the ground allowed to dry
so that binders may be run over it. The grain is then cut, bound
and shocked in the same manner as wheat, oats and other small
grain and allowed to dry for threshing. When threshed, it is
sacked, and it is then ready for shipment to warehouses and
mills. In this condition it is known as rough rice and is cov
ered with a heavy husk. It is then milled for the purpose of
removing this husk and other by-products.
As we are concerned, principally, with the accounting for
the milling part of the industry and not with the growing and
marketing of the rice in the rough, I shall endeavor to set out
in as concise a manner as possible the fundamentals of a system
that will give the mill the cost “in the clean.” As practically
all rice is bought by the mills through buyers in the field direct
from the farmer, it is necessary to consider this buying expense
as a part of the cost of the rice and not as an operating ex
pense. Therefore, the salaries of buyers and their traveling
expenses should be charged to milling expense. As it would
be impracticable to prorate these expenses to the various lots
purchased, it is necessary to charge them to the milling cost
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instead of charging them as a part of the cost of rough rice
delivered to the mill.
What is commonly termed the milling season begins with
September and ends with May, a period of nine months. Since
the buyers are, in nearly all cases, hired under contract for
twelve months but work only nine, their salaries for the entire
twelve months should be apportioned to the nine months of the
milling season. Buyers’ salaries are handled as a prepaid item
and one-ninth of the annual contract is charged out each month
to operations. Depreciation of mill machinery, buildings (if
owned), rent of buildings (if not owned), insurance on rough
rice stock, mill supplies, overhead expense, etc., should be appor
tioned to the nine months of the milling season. In fact, all
items that run for twelve months which are properly chargeable
to the milling department should be taken care of in the nine
months of the milling season.
Depreciation might be handled in several different ways
but the most equitable would be to make an estimate of the
life of the machinery and the number of bags of rice to be
milled during that life and to charge depreciation each month
on the basis of the number of bags milled. Depreciation
would then be taken care of each month on the unit basis,
thereby equitably distributing it over the period in proportion
to the output. The method most common, however, is the
use of a fixed per cent. per annum, based on the cost and the
estimated life, usually about 10% per annum. It has been my
experience that the accounting of the rice-milling industry
has received very little consideration from the management,
and in most cases a very crude cost system, if any, is in use.
For the purpose of determining the cost of rough rice laid
down in the mill, it is necessary to keep a rough-rice record
book, which should be drawn up with vertical columns show
ing the price paid, the number of bags and barrels purchased,
the freight and drayage inward, the commission paid, if any,
and all other delivery charges. The various items of cost
are then carried out into a total column to show the cost of
each lot and the total cost of rough rice purchased. As the
rice record then becomes a perpetual inventory record also,
the total shown at the end of the month is charged to clean
rice and credited to rough rice at the cost price. The rough
rice record then becomes a perpetual inventory record also.
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A special form showing the rough-rice lot number, the num
ber of bags of rough rice milled and the mill outturn is filled
in by the head miller and returned to the office for record.
The mill outturn consists of clean rice, screenings, brewers,
bran and polish. What are termed by millers “screenings”
are the larger pieces of broken rice while “brewers” are the
very fine pieces which are separated from the whole rice dur
ing the process of milling by passing through shaker screens.
“Bran” is the brown covering just under the husks. “Polish” is
the transparent covering next to the grain and is used for
feed like the bran. When this form is returned to the office
the clean rice takes a new lot number or clean-rice lot num
ber and is so designated on the clean-rice record. This book
should be drawn up with vertical columns showing the rough
rice lot number, the number of bags and barrels of rough rice
milled, the clean-rice lot number, the number of pockets of
clean rice and screenings, the number of bags of brewers,
bran and polish and the number of second-hand bags.
The market price of the by-products is used as a basis
for determining the amount to be deducted from the cost of
rough rice to find the cost of the clean rice. A column is
provided for each commodity showing the quantity, price
and amount and a column for the total value of the by-pro
ducts, which is deducted from the cost of rough rice. This
gives the cost of clean rice by lot number, exclusive of mill
ing cost. Bear in mind that the cost so far is only the cost
of the rough rice less the value of the by-products and to
find the actual cost it is still necessary to add the average
cost per pocket to mill. To determine the average cost per
pocket to mill it is necessary to find only the total milling
expense for the period and divide that cost by the number
of pockets of clean rice milled. This amount is then added
to the cost of rough rice less the value of the by-products,
as explained above, by lot number, thereby finding the actual
cost of each particular pocket of clean rice. When sales are
made, the lot number is shown on the invoice and these in
voices are posted opposite the corresponding lot number in
the clean-rice record book, thereby making the clean-rice
record a perpetual inventory record as well.
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Milling cost consists of the following items:

Rough-rice warehouse labor,
Mill labor,
Fuel,
Water,
Mill supplies,
Burlap pockets,
Liability insurance,
Stock insurance,
Buyers’ salaries,
Provision for idle time of buyers,
Traveling expense of buyers,
Depreciation of machinery,
Depreciation of buildings (if owned),
Rent of buildings (if not owned),
Miscellaneous milling expense,
Prorata of overhead expense.
In order to determine and distribute the cost and over
head expense, it is necessary to keep an invoice or voucher
register for recording all purchases of whatever nature. This
book also may be ruled for making transfer entries from asset
accounts to expense accounts to obviate the necessity of mak
ing journal entries and to shorten the work of posting. For
instance, insurance is charged to prepaid insurance under the
asset section of the general ledger and when the correct
amount for the month is determined, it may be charged in
the column provided for that purpose and credited to the
proper asset account in the general ledger credit column.
This record should be ruled with vertical columns to show
general ledger items, debit and credit, milling expense, over
head expenses, etc., and these subdivisions may be divided
into as many accounts as desired. I have found it more con
venient to run each subdivision by a key letter, giving each
key letter as many numbers as there are accounts in that par
ticular subdivision. For instance, asset accounts are desig
nated as “A,” liability accounts “B,” milling-expense accounts
“M,” etc., and each of these subdivisions is divided by num
bers—to illustrate; “A”-l, accounts receivable, “A”-2, rough
rice, “A”-3, clean rice, “L”-l, accounts payable, “L”-2, notes
payable, and so on through all general-ledger accounts and
subdivisions. The general ledger should be tabbed and the
accounts run numerically in each subdivision. A general
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index should be kept available for reference, showing the
accounts both by number and by name, thereby giving a
cross index to the accounts.
When an invoice is received it is checked for receipt of
goods by the receiving clerk, and for price and extensions by
someone in the office to whom this work should be designated.
Then it is entered in the register, the amount distributed to
the proper accounts, and the total carried out to the accountspayable or vouchers-payable column. This makes the record
automatically self-balancing. The columns should be headed
with the proper key letter and a space provided in front of the
amount for the key letter number. When all invoices for the
month have been entered and the record has been balanced, a
recapitulation is made by running an adding machine list of
all corresponding key letter numbers and is entered below
the monthly footings and all postings to the general ledger
are made from the recapitulation. This will eliminate numer
ous postings and a multiplicity of columns.
The general-ledger items are, of course, posted direct
item for item. All prepaid items, such as insurance, taxes,
mill supplies, advertising supplies, stationery, etc., are charged
to asset accounts and as the correct amounts for each month
are determined the entry is made in the manner explained
above through the columns provided for the purpose, charg
ing the proper operating accounts and crediting the asset
accounts through the general-ledger column. All mill sup
plies, advertising supplies, etc., are issued on requisition from
the chief engineer, head miller or the proper clerk and a com
plete perpetual inventory is kept of supplies on hand and the
amounts actually used each month are charged out to the
proper operating account. Payrolls are distributed through a
cashbook or direct from the payroll itself, which should be
drawn up to provide for the proper distribution. If the latter
method is used, payroll account would be credited with the
total of the payroll and when paid would be charged to pay
roll account through the cashbook.
There are a few mills that go further than milling and
sacking the rice and selling it in bulk. In such cases the rice
is run through a special bleaching process and packed into
cartons or packages to be sold to the consumer. Where this
is done in addition to the regular process of milling, it is neces30
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sary to carry a package-rice record similar to the clean-rice
record, ruled with vertical columns to show the clean-rice
lot number, the number of pockets packed, the cost of clean
rice packed, the outturn by cases of the various sizes of car
tons or packages, such as ¢ lb., ½ lb., 1 lb., etc. However,
where the mill does a bulk-rice business in addition to the
package-rice business, the better method would be to charge
the packing department with the rice at the price at which
it could be purchased in the market. In other words, use the
market price of clean rice as a basis for all rice packed, credit
ing clean-rice account and charging package-rice account with
the total for the month, thereby letting the bulk-rice depart
ment show whether it is operating at a gain or at a loss. Of
course, where business is done both in bulk-rice and package
rice, the overhead expenses would necessarily be apportioned
equitably between them. All direct charges are distributed
to the proper departments through the invoice register de
scribed above. By handling the accounts in the manner de
scribed it is possible to make a correct statement of operations
each month, an essential in the rice-milling business, which
is more or less speculative owing to the vast fluctuation in
prices of rice from day to day.
A great deal of the package-rice business is handled by
jobbers or brokers on consignment. It is necessary, there
fore, to keep a consignment record, ruled to show to whom
shipment was made, the number of cases shipped, the cost
by lot number, the prepaid freight and other charges. When
the jobber or broker makes a sale he sends in an account sale
and bills his customer direct or sends in his bill for commis
sion or brokerage and the mill bills the customer. The sale
then goes through the books in the regular course of business
and the amount is credited against the consignment record,
thereby giving the mill a perpetual inventory of rice out on
consignment.
It would be impossible to give in this article an outline
of the various forms necessary for carrying out the system
which I have attempted to describe, but I believe the expla
nations given are sufficiently clear to give the reader a fair
conception of the fundamentals of the system.
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EDITORIAL

John R. Loomis
We record with profound regret the death of John R. Loomis,
vice-president of the American Institute of Accountants.
For the first time in the history of the Institute an officer of
the Institute has died in office. The death of Mr. Loomis is a
heavy blow to accountancy and particularly to the American In
stitute of Accountants. He was the first president of the Ameri
can Association of Public Accountants at the time of its reorgani
zation in 1905 and had always been active in his interest. At the
annual meeting of the Institute in September last he and Norman
McLaren of California were elected the two vice-presidents for
the current year. Since his election he had been actively partici
pating in the duties of his office and was much interested in the
plans in which the Institute is now engaged. His death occurred
quite suddenly at Grand Central station, New York, and was due
to acute heart disease.
Mr. Loomis was born in Cambridge, Washington County,
New York, January 15, 1846. He was the son of Ezekiel and
Ann Rice Loomis. He was married in Glens Falls, New York, in
1868 to the daughter of the late R. M. Little of that city, who
was the founder of the Glens Falls Insurance Company. Mrs.
Loomis died in 1910.
Upon coming to New York Mr. Loomis was first associated
with Dowley, Corner & Co., exporters and importers; was later
with Shipman, Barlow & Choate, attorneys-at-law, and was head
of the accounting department of the International Paper Com
pany. He left that company to become comptroller of the United
Box Board Company. In 1904 with Leonard H. Conant he
formed the firm of Loomis, Conant & Co., certified public ac
countants. In 1910 the firm was dissolved and Mr. Loomis be
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came associated with Suffern & Son, later forming the firm of
Loomis, Suffern & Fernald, of which he continued senior partner
to the date of his death.
In addition to his interests nationally he was also associated
with the development of the New York State Society of Certified
Public Accountants and at one time served as president. He had
also been president of the New York state board of examiners
and chairman of the advisory committee of the New York Uni
versity school of commerce, accounts and finance.
The Journal of Accountancy is one of the undertakings
in which Mr. Loomis had always maintained an active interest,
and therefore it is fitting that this expression of regret should be
not only general but also personal. The entire profession has
suffered .a heavy loss.

C. P. A. Law of Minnesota Upheld
Our readers will no doubt be interested in a case involving
certificates issued by the National Association of Certified Public
Accountants which has recently arisen in the district court for
Hennepin County, Minnesota. The city of Minneapolis is in this
county.
The state, acting through the county attorney, Floyd B. Olson,
alleged in an indictment brought by the grand jury that J. New
ton Boddy styled himself in advertisements in the public press as
a “Certified Public Accountant (N. A.) Member National Asso
ciation, Inc., Washington, D. C.,” and charged that as Mr. Boddy
had not obtained a certificate as a certified public accountant from
the Minnesota state board of accountancy his designation was
unwarranted under the law of Minnesota and he had therefore
committed a public offense.
Mr. Boddy’s counsel demurred to the sufficiency of the com
plaint, the claim being that he was entitled to use the designation
which he had given in the public press because the law of Min
nesota providing for a state board of accountancy and creating
certain prerequisites to the practice of accountancy in Minnesota
was an unconstitutional law.
The question of law raised by the demurrer of Mr. Boddy’s
counsel was argued in April last, and on November 16th Judge
Bardwell, of the district court, handed down an opinion overrul
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ing the demurrer, thus sustaining the legal sufficiency of the form
of the indictment and the constitutionality of the law.
There is, of course, a right of appeal from the decision of
Judge Bardwell to the supreme court of Minnesota, but unless
his decision is reversed no persons who have not obtained certifi
cates from the Minnesota state board of accountancy can lawfully
designate themselves as certified public accountants in Minnesota.

Opportunities for the Young Accountant
For the first time in many years there seems to be some difficulty
in finding employment for accountants. Many men of excellent
experience and knowledge have been unable to find openings with
firms or other practitioners, and we have been astonished to learn
that some of the most highly favored members of the accounting
staffs have been given notice to seek other employment. This
is a condition which seems to prevail most acutely in the east, but
to some extent throughout the country, and, frankly, we are at
a loss to account for it.
Even in years of depression there has never been a time since
the establishment of this magazine when a qualified senior ac
countant whose record was clear would have any difficulty in
finding an opening in almost any part of the country where large
business interests were centered. Of course, there has been a
great accession to the numbers of accountants, partly due to the
enterprise and activity of accounting schools both resident and
correspondent. Many men and women have come into the pro
fession with the confident hope that they would immediately
“arrive” and that their future was assured. Others are seeking
to come into the profession from general business.
A great many of those who are seeking success in accountancy
are not qualified by experience or ability, and it is not astonishing
that they have failed to obtain permanent employment. On the
other hand, it is astonishing that men of the highest qualifica
tions are not eagerly sought as they were a few years ago or
even a few months ago.
This naturally is due in part to the uncertain condition of busi
ness, but with all allowances made for circumstances it still ap
pears to us a matter of wonderment that accountants now at the
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beginning of what is normally the busiest season of the year are
not as a whole overwhelmed with work.
This comment is not intended to be constructive or destructive.
The fact is stated for consideration. It is one of those things
which, as Lord Dundreary said, “no f-fellah can understand.”

Articles
As every accountant knows, entrance into the accounting pro
fession in Great Britain for many years has been by way of
apprenticeship. The young man who felt impelled to enter ac
countancy was articled by his parents or guardians—usually for
a fee of one hundred or one hundred and fifty guineas—to an
established firm of accountants with whom he was to serve five
years, practically without any compensation. At the end of that
time he was supposed to be able to pass the final examinations
conducted by the great accounting organizations of the country.
Quite recently we have been advised that something approach
ing the British system of apprenticeship is being introduced in
parts of Canada and perhaps elsewhere in the British dominions
overseas.
Now, if we are to believe an advertisement which appeared re
cently in The Accountant of London, the plan is to be tried in the
United States, for we read as follows:
“Wanted, by a firm of Certified Public Accountants in the U. S. A.,
an Articled Pupil; premium required £360; one-third returned in
second, and one-third returned in third years; the practice is unusually
varied; connections with marine matters and foreign trade will
afford students an unusually broad training; pupil would receive the
guidance and assistance of the members of the firm and of the senior
clerks. Apply----- ”

There are several interesting features of this advertisement.
The premium is not exceptionally modest; the promises are pos
sibly alluring; and it may be that the advertisement will appeal
to people unacquainted with conditions.
We would be interested to know, however, what the bureau of
immigration would have to say. The American Institute of
Accountants is endeavoring to secure general recognition of qual
ified accountants as members of a learned profession within the
meaning of the immigration laws. An articled pupil, however,
could scarcely be considered qualified for such rating.
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And then there is the innate American antipathy to the idea of
apprenticeship, which would be duly impressed upon the new
comer within a week or two of his arrival, always supposing that
he succeeded in passing the immigration authorities.
In many ways the plan of apprenticeship is admirable and if
it could be adopted here would probably have beneficial effect, but
in the existing state of affairs such an advertisement as that
quoted should not be regarded with favor.

Preliminary Education
It is our wont in this country to boast of the excellence of our
primary and secondary schools and we lay such great emphasis
upon the importance of education that sometimes we are in danger
of doing injustice to persons who may not have followed a par
ticular course of instruction with a given number of hours de
voted to each particular subject. Some of the state C. P. A.
laws as enforced have been effective in preventing many excellent
men from obtaining certificates because their courses of education
differed somewhat from that laid down by an educational author
ity.
This is a subject upon which we have no wish to enter a gen
eral discussion. It is too large to be dismissed in a brief edi
torial note, but we cannot refrain from drawing attention to two
or three recent illustrations of learning or lack of it in our public
schools. It makes us wonder whether there is anything so sacred
in a school diploma after all.
A teacher of English in a high school of excellent standing not
far from the city of New York quite lately admitted without a
blush that she had never heard the name of Robert Louis Ste
venson and knew nothing of his works This, mark you, was
a teacher of English literature.
At a recent debating contest between two high schools which
were also of excellent standing and not far from New York, the
principal of one school informed the audience before the debating
began that silence was desired and then added that “tin
horns and them things” would be forbidden. We sympathize
with the gentleman’s feeling in regard to tin horns, but we shrink
from his appointment as principal of a school.
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There is another school not far from New York from which
we received the following announcement. The name, of course,
is changed.
Hector Public Schools
annual exhibit of school work
There will be an additional exhibit of Manual Training Domestic
Science and Art Work in the auditorium of the Chestnit Street
School. This exhibit will be of particular interest and will be
special in its nature. The exhibit of cabinet work will be the best
that we ever have exhibited in the district. The installation of a few
pieces of machinery in the shop has made it possible for our boys to
approach the best work that is done in the county if not in the state.
There will be a greater variety of design that has ever been ex
hibited before.
We earnest urge the parents who are interested in the school and
the work of the schools to visit the exhibit.

Supervising Principal

These notes are not intended to indicate a belief on our part
that all schools are unworthy. We have the most profound re
spect for that honorable body of men and women who at great
sacrifice are devoting themselves to the training of the young.
What we have in mind is to emphasize some of the shortcomings
of educational departments which display no greater selective
power than has been indicated and yet set themselves up as above
criticism.
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The widely-heralded programme of the so-called “radical bloc” in
congress includes taxation. From statements emanating from individual
members of this group it appears that legislation is to be proposed which
will make income from what are now termed “tax-free securities” subject
to income tax. Another measure is to be proposed which will reinstate
the excess-profits tax in the laws. From the standpoint of the business
public this is disquieting news, but when it is remembered that the con
gress just elected will not take office until December, 1923, and that it
will be many months thereafter before such laws will be passed, the situa
tion assumes a better aspect. The plan to levy a tax on tax-free securities
has the support of Secretary Mellon and it is probable, therefore, that
any proposed revision of the law with respect to this subject will not be
held over until the new congress assembles. It is highly probable also that
some effort will be made to test the constitutionality of the provisions of
section 220 of the revenue act of 1921. This section, as is well known, im
poses an additional tax of 25% upon income of corporations that “are
formed or availed of” for the purpose of assisting their stockholders to
evade surtaxes by not distributing accumulations of gains and profits
beyond the reasonable needs of the business. In view of the pressure
that is being brought to bear upon the taxing officers to enforce the pro
visions of this section, it would seem to be the part of wisdom to make
a test case in some particular instance and thereby get a decision by the
United States supreme court upon this important subject.
We present in this issue a number of treasury decisions upon miscel
laneous subjects that are of more or less importance.
One of them, No. 3408, makes it mandatory for taxpayers “carrying
on the business of producing, manufacturing, purchasing or selling any
commodities or merchandise, except the business of growing and selling
the products of the soil,” to keep such permanent books of accounts or
records, including inventories, as are necessary to the establishment of
taxable income. Are those engaged in the business of growing and sell
ing the products of the soil recipients of one of the well advertised “special
privileges” ?
TREASURY RULINGS
(T. D. 3399—October 7, 1922)
Income tax—Inventories of live-stock raisers and other farmers.
Articles 1586 of Regulations No. 45 (1920 edition) and Regulations No.
62 amended—T. D. 3296 of March 3, 1922, modified.
Article 1586 of regulations No. 45 (1920 edition) and article 1586 of
regulations No. 62 are hereby amended to read as follows:
Art. 1586. Inventories of live-stock raisers and other farmers—
(1) Farmers may change the basis of their returns from that of receipts
and disbursements to that of an inventory basis provided adjustments are
made in accordance with one of the two methods outlined in (A) and
(B) below. It is optional with the taxpayer which method is used, but
having elected one method the option so exercised will be binding upon
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the taxpayer and he will be precluded from filing amended returns upon
the basis of the other method.
(A) Opening and closing inventories shall be used for the year in
which the change is made. There should be included in the opening
inventory all farm products (including live stock) purchased or raised
which were on hand at the date of the inventory and there must be sub
mitted with the return for the current taxable year an adjustment sheet
for the preceding taxable year based on the inventory method, upon the
amount of which adjustment the tax shall be assessed and paid (if any
be due) at the rate of tax in effect for that year. Ordinarily an adjust
ment sheet for the preceding year will be sufficient but if, in the opinion
of the commissioner, such adjustment is not sufficient to clearly reflect
income, adjustments for earlier years may be accepted or required. Where
it is impossible to render complete inventories for the preceding year or
years, the department will accept estimates which, in its opinion, sub
stantially reflect the income on the inventory basis for such preceding
year or years; but inventories must not include real estate, buildings,
permanent improvements, or any other assets subject to depreciation.
(B) No adjustment sheets will be required, but the net income for
the taxable year in which the change is made must be computed without
deducting from the sum of the closing inventory and the sales and other
receipts, the inventory of live stock, crops, and products at the beginning
of the year; provided, however,
(a) That if any live stock, grain, or other property on hand at the
beginning of the taxable year has been purchased and the cost thereof
not charged to expense, only the difference between the cost and the sell
ing price should be reported as income for the year in which sold;
(b) But if the cost of such property has been charged to expense for
a previous year, the entire amount received must be reported as income
for the year in which sold.
(2) Because of the difficulty of ascertaining actual cost of live stock
and other farm products, farmers who render their returns upon an in
ventory basis may at their option value their inventories for the current
taxable year according to the “farm-price method,” which provides for
the valuation of inventories at market price less cost of marketing. If
the use of the “farm-price method” of valuing inventories for any taxable
year involves a change in method of pricing inventories from that em
ployed in prior years, the opening inventory for the taxable year in which
the change is made should be brought in at the same value as the closing
inventory for the preceding taxable year. If such valuation of the opening
inventory for the taxable year in which the change is made results in an
abnormally large income for that year, there may be submitted with the
return for such taxable year an adjustment statement for the preceding
year based on the “farm-price method” of valuing inventories, upon the
amount of which adjustments the tax, if any be due, shall be assessed and
paid at the rate of tax in effect for such preceding year. If an adjustment
for the preceding year is not, in the opinion of the commissioner, sufficient
to clearly reflect income, adjustment sheets for prior years may be ac
cepted or required.
Where returns have been made in which the taxable net income has
been computed upon incomplete inventories, the abnormality should be
corrected by submitting with the return for the current taxable year a
statement for the preceding year in which such adjustments shall be made
as are necessary to bring the closing inventory for the preceding year
into agreement with the opening complete inventory for the current tax
able year. If necessary to clearly reflect income, similar adjustments may
be made as at the beginning of the preceding year or years and the tax,
if any be due, shall be assessed at the rate of tax in effect for such year
or years.
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T. D. 3296 is hereby superseded in so far as it is inconsistent with the
provisions of this treasury decision.
(T. D. 3400—October 10, 1922)
Income tax—Insurance companies.
Article 691 of Regulations No. 62 amended.
Article 691 of regulations No. 62 is hereby amended to read as
follows:
Art. 691. Tax on insurance companies.—For the calendar year 1921
all insurance companies (other than life) are subject to taxes imposed by
section 230 (corporation income tax) and title III (war-profits and excess
profits tax). For the calendar year 1922 and thereafter, however, in lieu
of such taxes, insurance companies, except life and mutual companies, are
subject to the tax imposed by section 246. Mutual insurance companies
(other than life) remain subject to the tax imposed by section 230. In
articles 691-693 the term “insurance companies” means only those com
panies subject to the tax imposed by section 246. The rate of the tax
imposed by section 246 is the same as the rate imposed by section 230
(12½ per cent.), but the net income upon which the tax is imposed, as
defined in sections 246 and 247, differs from the net income of other cor
porations. Insurance companies are entitled to the benefit of section 204
(net losses), but not of section 206 (capital net gain). All provisions of
the statute and of these regulations not inconsistent with the specific
provisions of sections 246 and 247 are applicable to the assessment and
collection of this tax, and insurance companies are subject to the same
penalties as provided in the case of returns and payment of income tax
by other corporations. Since section 246 provides that the underwriting
and investment exhibit of the annual statement approved by the National
Convention of Insurance Commissioners shall be the basis for computing
gross income and since the annual statement is rendered on the calendar
year basis, the first returns under section 246 will be for the taxable year
ending December 31, 1922, and will be made on or before March 15, 1923.
(T. D. 3402—October 18, 1922)
Income tax—Sale of stock and rights.
Sale of the right to subscribe to stock—Article 39 of Regulations
No. 45 amended.
Article 39 of regulations No. 45, as amended by T. D. 3206 of July
28, 1921, is amended to read as follows:
Art. 39. Sale of stock and rights.—When shares of stock in a cor
poration are sold from lots purchased at different dates and at different
prices and the identity of the lots can not be determined, the stock sold
shall be charged against the earliest purchases of such stock. The excess
of the amount realized on the sale over the cost of the stock will con
stitute gain. However, the gain which is taxable in the case where the
stock was acquired before March 1, 1913, when its fair market value as
of that date is in excess of its cost, is the excess of the amount realized
by the sale over such value. No gain is recognized when stock is sold at
more than its cost but at less than its fair market value as of March 1,
1913. In the case of stock in respect of which any stock dividend was
paid, the cost of each share of such stock shall be ascertained as specified
in article 1547. Where common stock is received as a bonus with the
purchase of preferred stock or bonds, the total purchase price shall be
fairly apportioned between such common stock and the securities pur
chased, for the purpose of determining the portion of the cost attributable
to each class of stock or securities, but if that should be impracticable in
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any case, no profit on any subsequent sale of any part of the stock or
securities will be realized until out of the proceeds of sales shall have been
recovered the total cost. See article 1565 as amended. Where a corpora
tion issues to its stockholders the right to subscribe to its stock, the value
of the right does not constitute taxable income to the stockholder, but
gain may be derived or loss sustained by the stockholder from the sale
of such right. The amount of taxable gain derived or deductible loss
sustained from the sale by a stockholder of the right to subscribe or from
the sale of the stock with respect to which the right is issued shall be
determined as provided in article 1561 as amended, after the cost or both
the cost and fair market value as of March 1, 1913, if acquired prior
thereto of both the old shares and the right is determined in accordance
with the following rule:
Where the right issued relates to new stock of substantially the same
character or preference as the stock with respect to which the right is
issued, the cost of each share of the old stock and the right to subscribe
to each share of the new (or, if acquired prior to March 1, 1913, the
fair market value as of that date) will be the quotient of the cost (or
such fair market value of the old shares of stock), plus the subscription
price of the new shares of stock, divided by the sum of the number of the
old shares and the number of new shares covered by the right. In com
puting the gain from the sale of the right in accordance with article 1561
the price for which sold shall be considered the sum of the subscription
price of the new shares and the selling price of the right. The above rule
for computing the gain from the sale of the right to subscribe to stock is
subject to the limitation that the gain so computed shall not exceed the
amount for which the right is sold; in any case in which this limitation
is applied the gain or loss from the subsequent sale of the stock with
respect to which the right was issued shall be determined as if no right
to subscribe had been issued with respect to it. Where the stockholder
exercises his right to subscribe to new stock of substantially the same
character or preference as the stock with respect to which the right is
issued, the cost of the old and new shares (or, if acquired prior to March
1, 1913, the fair market value as of that date) will be the quotient of the
cost of the old shares, plus the subscription price of the new shares,
divided by the total number of the old and new shares. Where the right
issued deals with stock in whole or in part of a character or preference
materially different from the stock with respect to which the right is
issued, or where the stock with respect to which the right is issued was
purchased at different times and at different prices, and the identity of
the lots can not be determined, or where the stock with respect to which
the right is issued was purchased at different times and at different prices
and the stock right issued with respect to such stock can not be identified
as having been issued with respect to any particular lot of such stock, the
computation of the gain from the sale of the old shares or the right in
cases where the right is sold or from the sale of the old or new shares in
cases where the right is exercised shall be based upon and shall be in
accordance with the principles laid down in article 1547 as amended with
respect to the computation of the gain or loss from the sale of stock
received as a stock dividend.
(T. D. 3403—October 18, 1922)
Income tax—Sale of stock and rights.
Sale of the right to subscribe to stock—Article 39 of Regulations
No. 62 amended.
Article 39 of regulations No. 62 is amended to read as follows:
Art. 39. Sale of stock and rights.—When shares of stock in a cor
poration are sold from lots purchased at different dates and at different
prices and the identity of the lots can not be determined, the stock sold
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shall be charged against the earliest purchases of such stock. The excess
of the amount realized on the sale over the cost of the stock will con
stitute gain. However, the gain to be included in gross income in the
case where the stock was acquired before March 1, 1913, when its fair
market value as of that date is in excess of its cost, is the excess of the
amount realized by the sale over such value. No gain is recognized when
stock is sold at more than its cost but at less than its fair market value
as of March 1, 1913. In the case of stock in respect of which any stock
dividend was paid, the cost of each share of such stock shall be ascertained,
as specified in article 1548. Where common stock is received as a bonus
with the purchase of preferred stock or bonds, the total purchase price
shall be fairly apportioned between such common stock and the securities
purchased for the purpose of determining the portion of the cost attribut
able to each class of stock or securities, but if that should be impracticable
in any case, no profit on any subsequent sale of any part of the stock or
securities will be realized until out of the proceeds of sales shall have been
recovered the total cost. See article 1567. Where a corporation issues
to its stockholders the right to subscribe to its stock, the value of the right
does not constitute taxable income to the stockholder, but gain may be
derived or loss sustained by the stockholder from the sale of such right.
The amount of taxable gain derived or deductible loss sustained from the
sale by a stockholder of the right to subscribe or from the sale of the
stock with respect to which the right is issued shall be determined, as
provided in article 1561, after the cost, or both the cost and fair market
value as of March 1, 1913, if acquired prior thereto, of both the old shares
and the right is determined in accordance with the following rule:
Where the right issued relates to new stock of substantially the same
character or preference as the stock with respect to which the right is
issued, the cost of each share of the old stock and the right to subscribe
to each share of the new (or, if acquired prior to March 1, 1913, the fair
market value as of that date) will be the quotient of the cost (or such
fair market value) of the old shares of stock, plus the subscription price
of the new shares of stock, divided by the sum of the number of the old
shares and the number of new shares covered by the right. In computing
the gain from the sale of the right in accordance with article 1561 the
price for which sold shall be considered the sum of the subscription price
of the new shares and the selling price of the right. The above rule for
computing the gain from the sale of the right to subscribe to stock is
subject to the limitation that the gain so computed shall not exceed the
amount for which the right is sold; in any case in which this limitation
is applied the gain or loss from the subsequent sale of the stock with
respect to which the right was issued shall be determined as if no right
to subscribe had been issued with respect to it. Where the stockholder
exercises his right to subscribe to new stock of substantially the same
character or preference as the stock with respect to which the right is
issued, the cost of the old and new shares (or, if acquired prior to March
1, 1913, the fair market value as of that date) will be the quotient of the
cost of the old shares, plus the subscription price of the new shares,
divided by the total number of the old and new shares. Where the right
issued deals with stock in whole or in part of a character or preference
materially different from the stock with respect to which the right is
issued, or where the stock with respect to which the right is issued was
purchased at different times and at different prices, and the identity of
the lots can not be determined, or where the stock with respect to which
the right is issued was purchased at different times and at different prices
and the stock right issued with respect to such stock can not be identified
as having been issued with respect to any particular lot of such stock, the
computation of the gain from the sale of the old shares or the right in
cases where the right is sold or from the sale of the old or new shares in
cases where the right is exercised shall be based upon and shall be in
accordance with the principles laid down in article 1548 with respect to
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the computation of the gain or loss from the sale of stock received as a
stock dividend.
(T. D. 3407—November 2, 1922)
Income tax Revenue act of 1916—Decision of Supreme Court.
Residuary Estate Devised to Charity Hospital—Devise Subject to
Annuities—Taxability of Income.
Income of a residuary estate devised to a hospital created solely for
charitable uses and purposes and coming within the exemption provisions
of section 11 (a) of the revenue act of 1916, the devise being subject
to payment of certain annuities, and all the annuitants being dead save one,
and the trustee having loaned the residuary fund to the hospital which
paid only interest enough to satisfy administration charges and the
remaining annuity, was not subject to tax under section 2 (b) of such
revenue act, though under the law of the State of the hospital’s situs
the income could not be paid outright to the hospital until death of all
annuitants and until then must remain in control of the trustee.
The attached decision of the supreme court of the United States in
the case of Lederer, collector, v. Alexander D. Stockton, trustee under
the will of Alexander J. Derbyshire, deceased, affirming the decision of
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit (266
Fed. 676), is published for the information of internal revenue officers
and others concerned.

Supreme Court of the United States. No. 16. October Term. 1922.
Ephraim Lederer, collector of internal revenue for the first district of
Pennsylvania, petitioner, v. Alexander D. Stockton, sole surviving trustee
under the will of Alexander J. Derbyshire, deceased.
Writ of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit.
[October 16, 1922]
Mr. Chief Justice Taft delivered the opinion of the court:
The question in this case is whether the income-tax law of September
8, 1916 (39 Stat. 756), as amended by the act of October 3, 1917 (40 Stat.
300), requires the contributors to the Pennsylvania Hospital, a corporation
of Pennsylvania, created for charitable uses and purposes, no part of
whose net income is for the benefit of any private stockholder or indi
vidual, to pay a tax on the income of a residuary estate devised to it by
the will of Alexander J. Derbyshire in 1879 and inuring to its benefit under
the following circumstances: The devise was subject to the payment of
certain annuities. All of the annuitants are dead save one. Under a
statute of Pennsylvania, the supreme court of that state decided that the
income could not be paid outright to the hospital until the death of all the
annuitants and until then must remain in control of the trustee appointed
under the will. (Biddle’s appeal, 99 Pa. St. 525; Derbyshire’s estate, 239
Pa. 389.) The trustee transferred the whole residuary fund as a loan for
15 years to the hospital, and secured himself by mortgage on property of
the hospital. Under the terms of the loan and mortgage, the hospital only
pays interest enough to satisfy the administrative charges and the annuity.
It uses the remainder of the income from the fund for its expenses. It is
thus actually receiving the full benefit of the income of $15,000 from the
residuary fund, reduced only by the annuity of $800.
Section 2 (b) of the income tax law of 1916, supra, is as follows:
Income received by estates of deceased persons during the period of
administration or settlement of the estate shall be subject to the normal
and additional tax and taxed to their estates, and also such income of
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estates or any kind of property held in trust, including such income
accumulated in trust for the benefit of unborn or unascertained persons,
or persons with contingent interests, and income held for future distribu
tion under the terms of the will or trust shall be likewise taxed, the tax
in each instance, except when the income is returned for the purpose of
the tax by the beneficiary, to be assessed to the executor, administrator, or
trustee, as the case may be: Provided, That where the income is to be
distributed annually or regularly between existing heirs or legatees or
beneficiaries the rate of tax and method of computing the same shall be
based in each case upon the amount of the individual share to be dis
tributed.
Section 11 (a) of the same act provides :
That there shall not be taxed under this title any income received by
any * * * corporation or association organized and operated exclusively
for religious, charitable, scientific, or educational purposes, no part of
the net income of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder
or individual.
Upon these facts, Lederer, the internal revenue collector, assessed
Stockton, the trustee, on the income from the residuary estate for the
years 1916 and 1917, under section 2 (b), and collected the same. The
trustee brought suit in the United States district court against the col
lector to recover the sums so paid as illegally collected. The district
court gave judgment for the trustee, and this was affirmed by the circuit
court of appeals for the third circuit (266 Fed. 676).
This residuary fund was vested in the hospital. The death of the
annuitant would completely end the trust. For this reason the trustee
was able safely to make the arrangement by which the hospital has really
received the benefit of the income subject to the annuity. As the hos
pital is admitted to be a corporation whose income when received is ex
empted from taxation under section 11 (a), we see no reason why the
exemption should not be given effect under the circumstances. To allow
the technical formality of the trust, which does not prevent the hospital
from really enjoying the income, would be to defeat the beneficent pur
pose of congress.
The judgment of the circuit court of appeals is affirmed.
(T. D. 3408—November 2, 1922)
Income tax—Permanent records.
Every taxpayer carrying on the business of producing, manufacturing,
purchasing, or selling any commodities or merchandise, except the busi
ness of growing and selling products of the soil, shall for the purpose
of determining the amount of income under the revenue act of 1921, keep
such permanent books of account or records, including inventories, as are
necessary to establish the amount of gross income and deductions, credits,
and other information required by an income tax return. (Secs. 1300 and
1303 of the revenue act of 1921.) The taxpayer shall produce such books
of account or records for the inspection of revenue officers duly author
ized by law to inspect the same at such time and in the manner provided
by law. (Secs. 253 and 1308 of the revenue act of 1921.)

(T. D. 3409—November 13, 1922)
Appeals and hearings.
Section 250 (d), revenue act of 1921—Article 1006, Regulations
No. 62, amended.
Article 1006, regulations No. 62, is hereby amended to read as follows:
Appeals and hearings.—Section 250 (d) of the revenue act of 1921
provides that if, upon examination of a return made under the revenue act
of 1916, 1917, 1918, or 1921, an income or excess profits tax or a deficiency
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therein (which deficiency is defined in sec. 250 (b) as meaning the differ
ence, to the extent not covered by any credit due to the taxpayer under
sec. 252, between the amount of the tax already paid and that which
should have been paid) is discovered, the taxpayer shall be notified thereof
and shall have the right of an appeal and a hearing before an assessment
is made. As soon as practicable, therefore, after a return is filed, whether
by the taxpayer or as provided in section 3176, Revised Statutes, as
amended, it is examined and if a tax or a deficiency in tax is discovered,
the taxpayer shall be notified thereof by registered mail and a period of
not less than 30 days given the taxpayer in which to file an appeal to the
commissioner and show cause or reason why such tax or deficiency should
not be paid. Full 30 days from the mailing (not the receipt) of such
notice to file an appeal shall be given the taxpayer. The appeal must be
filed in the office of the commissioner in Washington within 31 days
from the mailing of the notice, but if it is mailed in time to be received
by the commissioner within such period in the ordinary course of the
mails it will be considered as having been filed within such period. No
particular form of appeal is required, but the appeal must set forth specif
ically the exceptions upon which it is taken. The appeal shall be under
oath and must contain a statement that it is not taken for the purpose
of delay. The facts and grounds upon which the taxpayer relies in con
nection with his appeal must be fully stated.
Upon the receipt of the appeal and before it is made the subject of
a hearing by the agency designated by the commissioner to hear such
appeal, the appeal will be referred to the income tax unit in Washington,
or to the division thereof where such proposed assessment is being con
sidered. The taxpayer may request a conference before the income tax
unit to be held within a period prior to the expiration of five days after
the time for the filing of an appeal. Five days prior to the expiration of
the time allowed for a conference the taxpayer shall submit all data and
briefs upon which he relies in connection with his appeal. If the income
tax unit and the taxpayer are unable to reach an agreement respecting
the amount of the proposed assessment, the appeal shall be transmitted
to such agency as the commissioner may designate for consideration and
hearing. Opportunity for a hearing before the appeal agency shall be
granted if requested within a reasonable time in accordance with the prac
tice and procedure of such agency. The taxpayer in his appeal may rely
upon data previously submitted, or he may obtain a reasonable extension
of time, if cause therefor is shown, in which to file additional data, evi
dence, or argument.
Such request shall be under oath and must state specifically the rea
sons for additional time.
In the case of a return which is examined in the collector’s office
where a tax or deficiency therein is discovered, the taxpayer will be notified
thereof by registered mail and the same period given the taxpayer in which
to file an appeal to the commissioner and show cause or reason why such
tax or deficiency should not be paid. Such appeal shall be filed in the
manner prescribed above. The appeal will be referred to the collector’s
office where such proposed assessment is being considered. The procedure
in connection with such appeal shall be the same as hereinbefore provided
in the case of appeals from the decision of the income tax unit.
No assessment under section 250 (d) shall be made without notification
to the taxpayer of his right to appeal and show cause, except that in any
case where the commissioner believes that the collection of the amount
due will be jeopardized by delay, he may make the assessment without
giving such notice or awaiting the conclusion of a hearing.
Where a taxpayer has been given an opportunity to appeal and has
not done so, as above set forth, and an assessment has been made, or
where a taxpayer has appealed and an assessment in accordance with the
final decision on such appeal has been made, no claim in abatement of the
assessment shall be entertained.
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Where an assessment has been made without giving the taxpayer an
opportunity to appeal or without awaiting a decision on an appeal that
has been perfected, a bona fide claim in abatement of the assessment, filed
within ten days after notice and demand by the collector, may be enter
tained.
(T. D. 3411—November 24, 1922)
Federal estate taxes—Deduction.
Article 134, Regulations No. 45 (1920 edition), and article 134,
Regulations No. 62, amended.
Article 134, regulations No. 45 (1920 edition), as amended by T. D.
3316 and regulations No. 62, article 134, are hereby amended by substi
tuting for the first paragraph thereof the following:
Federal estate taxes, paid or accrued during the taxable year, are an
allowable deduction from the gross income of the estate in computing
the net income thereof subject to tax. The whole amount of such taxes,
irrespective of when paid, is deemed to have accrued on the due date
thereof, namely, one year after the decedent’s death (sec. 406, title IV,
revenue act of 1921), and, if the accounts of the estate are kept on an
accrual basis, are deductible from gross income of the taxable year in
which such due date falls, or for the taxable year in which paid, if paid
before the due date. If the accounts are kept on the basis of cash re
ceipts and disbursements, deduction may be taken from gross income of
the taxable year or years in which the payment or payments may have
been made.
(T. D. 3412—November 24, 1922)
Excise taxes—Revenue act of 1917—Decision of court.
1. Nature of Tax Imposed by Section 600.
The tax imposed by section 600 of the revenue act of 1917 is upon
the sale of the particular articles named in the statute, not upon
their manufacture.
2. Exports—Sales within United States for Export—Constitution
ality.
Where goods are sold and delivered by the manufacturer within
the United States and are later exported by the purchaser, the pur
chaser, and not the manufacturer, is the exporter, and a tax levied
upon such sale is not a tax upon exports in violation of article 1,
section 9, of the constitution of the United States, even though such
sale was made with the knowledge and intention of the manufacturer
that the articles sold would be immediately exported, and the articles
were, in fact, so exported.
3. Same—Sale and Delivery within United States, What Constitutes.
A sale by a manufacturer to a foreign purchaser through the lat
ter’s agent resident in the United States and consummation of such
sale by delivery to the agent through delivering the goods to a steam
ship company at its dock in New York and taking a receipt therefor
and delivering such receipt to the agent, the agent later bringing
about the shipment abroad by himself taking out the bill of lading and
other shipping documents, is a sale and delivery by the manufacturer
within the United States, and hence taxable.

The attached decision of the United States district court for the
southern district of New York in the case of A. G. Spalding & Bros.
v. William H. Edwards, collector, is published for the information of in
ternal-revenue officers and others concerned.
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United States District Court, Southern District of New York.
A. G. Spalding & Bros., plaintiff, v. William H. Edwards, collector of
internal revenue for the second district of New York, defendant.
Demurrer to the causes of action set forth in plaintiff’s third amended complaint.

[September 13, 1922.]
Knox, district judge: The complaint herein, containing three causes
of action, was filed to recover the sum of $11.11, the amount of certain
war excise taxes assessed and collected by defendant under the alleged
authority of section 600 of the revenue act of 1917. The tax was laid in
respect of the sale by plaintiff of certain sporting goods for export
to foreign customers. Each cause of action relates to a separate sale, and
each exportation was had to a different country. Nevertheless, the facts
are essentially similar, and one statement thereof will sufficiently indicate
whether a good cause of action is set forth.
Delgado & Cia., a business firm at La Guaira, Venezuela, on November
20, 1918, ordered Scholtz & Co., a shipping and export commission house
in this city, to purchase for their account and risk, a quantity of base
balls and baseball bats, manufactured within the United States by plain
tiff, and to cause the same to be shipped to La Guaira. Scholtz & Co.
purchased the merchandise from plaintiff, agreeing to pay for the same
within 10 days. At the same time plaintiff was instructed to mark the
goods for shipment to Venezuela. This was accordingly done; the pack
ages were delivered into the custody of Atlantic & Caribbean Steam Navi
gation Co., an exporting carrier, a receipt therefor being obtained by
plaintiff. This was delivered to Scholtz & Co., which concern, in due
course, exchanged the receipt for the carrier’s export bill of lading, dated
February 20, 1919.
Under date of January 22, 1919, plaintiff forwarded to Scholtz & Co.
an invoice of the goods which was paid upon February 1, 1919.
For services performed Scholtz & Co. received a commission of 5 per
cent. of the amount of the purchase price, marine insurance, freight
charges, and other such items, from Delgado & Cia., upon whose open
account, payable in 90 days, the purchase had been made.
Tax upon the sale having been assessed and demanded by defendant,
the same was paid under protest and to prevent the distraint and sale
of plaintiff’s property. Thereafter application for a refund was duly
made by the plaintiff, and this being of no avail, suit was instituted as
aforesaid.
The basis of the effort to recover is that the tax constitutes a burden
upon exports and is in consequence contrary to article 1 of section 9 of
the federal constitution which reads: “No tax or duty shall be laid on
articles exported from any State.”
The statute under which defendant assumed to act provides:
Sec. 600. That there shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid—
*********
(f) Upon all tennis rackets, golf clubs, baseball bats, lacrosse sticks,
balls of all kinds, including baseballs, * * * sold by the manufacturer,
producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to three per centum of the price
for which so sold.
It is conceded that the tax is upon sales and not upon the manufacture
of the goods.
In support of its position plaintiff argues that while the foreign
journey or movement of the merchandise is one thing, and the buying
and selling which occasion such movement is another thing, both are
nevertheless parts of and steps in the export trade, and that each therefore
constitutes a part of the process of exportation, and as such is free from
taxation. In connection therewith attention is called to the case of
Dahnke-Walker Milling Co. v. Bondurant, decided by the supreme court
upon December 12, 1921, where it was held that when goods are pur-
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chased in one state for transportation to another the commerce therein
includes the purchase quite as much as it does the transportation.
To this the defendant replies that a distinction is to be made between
tax on the exportation of articles and a tax on a transaction in foreign
or interstate commerce, saying that congress may, if it wishes, lay taxes
upon transactions in foreign commerce so long as the act of exportation
and its immediate incidents and instrumentalities are exempted therefrom.
A consideration of the numerous authorities cited by the respective
parties has convinced me that defendant’s demurrer, attacking the suffi
ciency of the complaint, must be sustained.
It may be, as argued, that had plaintiff, in pursuance of its sale,
actually attended to the details of taking out the ocean bill of lading,
upon the shipment to Delgado & Cia., and forwarded the same, with the
draft attached, to its customer, the transaction would not be subject to
the tax. In that event, there would have been such a relationship be
tween the successive steps of the process of exportation as to admit of but
little question as to its nature.
Here, however, the sale was wholly made and consummated within
the United States; the only part played by plaintiff in the actual export
movement was that at the request of its purchaser it marked and delivered
the goods to the steamship company. So far as plaintiff was concerned, the
merchandise might have been removed from the carrier’s custody by Scholtz
& Co., and resold within the United States. The reason for this was
that no actual export movement on the part of plaintiff was ever begun.
And as Judge Hough said in this court, in Peck v. Lowe (234 Fed. 126),
“Protection [from taxation] begins with that act [of exportation] and
must end with its completion.” The most that can be said of plaintiff’s
activities is that in selling the merchandise, and delivering the same to the
carrier, it made the goods available for exportation by the purchaser.
The sales tax now under consideration was not imposed because the
goods were to be sent abroad, but was levied upon all sales of goods of
the same class, whether intended for use in the domestic or foreign trade;
and it is, I think, well within the reasoning employed by the supreme court
in Peck v. Lowe (247 U. S. 165.)
It was there said, quoting from Thames & M. M. Ins. Co. v. United
States (237 U. S. 25) :
That where the tax is not laid on the articles themselves while in
course of exportation the true test of its validity is whether it “so directly
and closely” bears on the “process of exporting” as to be in substance
a tax on the exportation. In this view [of the case] it has been held that
the [constitutional] clause [above quoted] does not condemn or invalidate
charges or taxes, not laid on property while being exported, merely be
cause they affect exportation indirectly or remotely.
The tax upon the sales in question did nothing more than this and
while it is doubtless true that the line by which the beginning of an actual
export movement is to be marked may, at times, be difficult to ascertain,
and, of necessity, arbitrarily fixed, I am of the opinion that it is not for
me to broaden the interpretation heretofore placed upon the constitutional
provision by the supreme court. To sustain the plaintiff’s contention
would have that effect.
The demurrer interposed to each cause of action will be sustained,
and plaintiff’s complaint dismissed.
(T. D. 3414—November 25, 1922)
Income tax—Depreciation of leaseholds.
A lessee is not entitled under the revenue acts of 1916, 1917, 1918,
or 1921 to an allowance for depreciation based on the value of his lease
as of March 1, 1913, if acquired prior thereto, but where a leasehold is
acquired for business purposes for a specified sum, the purchaser may
take as a deduction in his return an aliquot part of such sum each year,
based on the number of years the lease has to run.
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Examination

in

Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I

November 16, 1922, 1 P. M.

to

6 P. M.

The candidate must answer the first three questions and any two other
questions.

No. 1 (23 points) :
Following is the balance-sheet of the Olympic Manufacturing Com
pany at August 31, 1922:

Assets
Fixed Assets:
Land and buildings:
Land ............................................................. $8,000.00 ...............................
Buildings ...................................... $30,000.00
Less reserve for depreciation ... 6,000.00 24,000.00 ..............................
---------- -----------$32,000.00
Plant and equipment .................................................... 24,500.00
Goodwill ......................................................................... 10,000.00 .............
---------- $66,500.00
Permanent Investments:
Stock of the Oak Knoll Co. (80%) .............................. 45,000.00 .............
Advances to Oak Knoll Company
15,000.00 .............
(Unsecured) ...................................................
---------- $60,000.00
Current Assets:
Inventories:
Finished goods ........................................... 12,000.00
Goods in process ............................................
7,500.00
Raw material .................................................
5,000.00
24,500.00
6,000.00 .............
Notes receivable .............................................................
Accrued interest on notes
90.00 .............
receivable .........................................................
Accounts receivable .................................... 28,400.00
Less reserve for bad debts ......................
250.00
28,150.66
625.00 .............
Cash ...............................................................................
---------- $59,365.00
Deferred Charges:
165.00 .............
Manufacturing supplies ..............................................
300.00 .............
Prepaid advertising .....................................................
---------465.00
$186,330.00
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Liabilities
Fixed Liabilities:
Mortgage on land & buildings........................................................ $15,000.00

Current Liabilities:
Notes payable .................................................................$40,000.00 .............
Accounts payable ......................................................... 35,000.00 .............
Accrued wages ..............................................................
700.00 .............
Accrued taxes ..............................................................
140.00 .............
Accrued interest on mortgage.....................................
150.00 .............
Accrued interest on notespayable...............................
250.00 .............
-----------$76,240.00
Capital:
Capital stock ................................................................
Surplus ...........................................................................
Reserve for working capital ......................................

50,000.00 .............
35,090.00 .............
10,000.00 .............
-----------$95,090.00
$186,330.00

The Oak Knoll Company has gone into the hands of a receiver with
prospects of paying its creditors at the rate of thirty cents on the dollar.
The Olympic Manufacturing Company is thereby embarrassed financially,
and its creditors call for a statement of affairs and a deficiency account,
which you are asked to prepare.
Additional Information as to Asset Values, Etc.

Estimated
Value
$10,000.00
17,500.00
15,000.00
9,000.00
8,000.00
4,500.00

Land ................................................................
Buildings .........................................................
Plant and equipment .....................................
Finished goods ................................................
Goods in process .............................................
Raw material .......... .......................................
Notes receivable and interest—all good
Accounts receivable
$13,000.00 13,000.00
Good .........................................................
8,000.00 5,000.00
Doubtful ....................................................
7,400.00
Bad .............................................................

28,400.00
Cash ..................................................................
Deferred charges—no value.

625.00

The notes-payable account represents four notes, as follows:
Note for $3,000.00 with accrued interest of $50.00 secured by notes
receivable of $4,000.00 on which $40.00 interest has accrued.
Note for $25,000.00 with accrued interest of $200.00. The holder of
this note also holds the Oak Knoll stock as collateral.
Note for $8,000.00 secured by notes receivable of $1,000.00 on which
$30.00 interest has accrued, and by warehouse receipts for raw
material having a book value of $4,000.00 and an estimated realiz
able value of $3,800.00.
Note for $4,000.00 unsecured.
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Solution:

(Left side of statement)
The Olympic Manufacturing Company
STATEMENT OF AFFAIRS

August 31, 1922

Book
value

Assets

Expected
to realize

Assets pledged with fully secured creditors:
$8,000 Land—estimated value ........................................ $10,000
24,000 Buildings (cost $30,000 less dep’n. $6,000)
estimated value ....................... 17,500
Total........................................................... 27,500
Deduct mortgage and interest—per contra 15,150
--------- $12,350
4,000 Notesreceivable—estimated value ....................
4,000
40 Interest on notes receivable—estimated value ..
40
Total .....................................
4,040
Less notes payable and interest—per
contra ................................................... 3,050
--------990
Assets pledged with partially secured creditors:
1,000 Notes receivable—estimated value......................
1,000
30 Interest on notes receivable—estimated value ..
30
4,000 Raw material—estimated value .........................
3,800

24,500
10,000
45,000
15,000
12,000
7,500
1,000
1,000
20
28,150

625
165
300

Total—deducted contra ...........................
4,830
Free assets:
Plant and equipment ..........................................
Goodwill—no value
Stock of Oak Knoll Company—no value
Advances to Oak Knoll Company ....................
Finished goods ...................................................
Goods in process ...............................................
Raw material ......................................................
Notes receivable ....................
Interest accrued on notes receivable ................
Accounts receivable:
$13,000 good ....................................................
8,000 doubtful .............................................
7,400 bad
28,400
250 reserve for bad debts
28,150 net book value
Cash ......................................................................
Manufacturing supplies
Prepaid advertising
Total free assets .............................................
Deduct preferred claims—per contra:
Wages .................................................
700
Taxes ........................................................
140
--------Net free assets ...............................................
Deficiency to creditors ..................................

$186,330
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15,000
4,500
9,000
3,000
700
1,000
20

13,000
5,000

625

65,185

840
64,345
3,025
$67,370
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Book
value

Liabilities

(Right side of statement)
Expected
to rank

Preferred liabilities:
$700 Accrued wages—deducted contra
140 Accrued taxes—deducted contra
Fully secured liabilities:
15,000 Mortgage on land and buildings ....................... $15,000
150 Accrued interest on mortgage ..........................
150
Total—deducted contra ......................... 15,150

3,000
50

8,000

25,000
200
4,000
35,000
50,000
35,090
10,000

Notes payable .....................................................
3,000
Accrued interest ..................................................
50
Total—deducted contra ...........................
3,050
Partially secured liabilities:
Notes payable ......................................................
8,000
Less notes receivable, interest and raw
material—per contra ................. 4,830
--------Unsecured liabilities:
Notes payable.......................................................
Accrued interest ..................................................
(Holder of note also holds worthless Oak
Knoll stock)
Notes payable.......................................................
Accounts payable ................................................
Capital:
Capital stock
Surplus
Reserve for working capital

$186,330

$3,170
25,000
200

4,000
35,000

$67,370
The Olympic Manufacturing Company
DEFICIENCY ACCOUNT

August 31, 1922
Estimated gain:
Estimated lossin excess of reserves:
Buildings
...................
$6,500
Land ...........................
$2,000
Plant andequipment ..
9,500 Estimated loss on realiza
tion ......................
98,115
Goodwill .......................
10,000
Stock of Oak Knoll
Company .................... 45,000
$100,115
Advances to Oak Knoll
Company ....................
10,500
Finished goods .............
3,000
Goods in process .........
4,500
Raw material................
500
Accounts receivable ...
10,150 Estimated loss to stockholders:
Capital stock .. $50,000
Manufacturing supplies.
165
Surplus ....... 35,090
Prepaid advertising ....
300
Working capital
$100,115
reserve ....... 10,000
--------95,090
3,025
Estimated loss—down .... $98,115 Deficiency to creditors ..
$98,115

$98,115
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No. 2 (16 points) :

Following are the balance-sheets of the Alhambra Trading Company
at stated dates:

Assets
Land ................................................................
Building ...........................................................
Delivery equipment .......................................
Store fixtures ..................................................
Merchandise inventory ..................................
Accounts receivable .......................................
Notes receivable .............................................
Cash ..........................................

Dec. 31 Dec. 31
1920
1921
$3,000.00 $4,000.00
6,000.00 7,500.00
900.00
700.00
1,200.00 1,250.00
7,500.00 8,650.00
3,200.00 2,400.00
800.00
750.00
675.00
405.00
$23,275.00 $25,655.00

Liabilities
Mortgage notes ..............................................
Accounts payable .............................................
Reserve for depreciation—building .............
Capital stock ..................................................
Surplus .............................................................

$4,000.00 $3,000.00
7,320.00 6,135.00
600.00
750.00
10,000.00 12,000.00
1,355.00 3,770.00

$23,275.00 $25,655.00

The statement of surplus appears as follows:
Balance—December 31, 1920 .................................... $1,355.00
Add:
Write up of land .............................................. 1,000.00
Net profit for theyear........................................
2,915.00
Total ..............................
Deduct: Stock dividend ................................
Cash dividend ..................................

$5,270.00
$500.00
1,000.00 $1,500.00

Balance: December 31, 1921............................

$3,770.00

Depreciation was provided during the year as follows:
Building (credited to reserve) .......................................
Delivery equipment (asset written down).....................
Store fixtures (asset written down)..............................

$400.00
300.00
200.00

A new roof was put on the building and other extraordinary repairs
were made at a total cost of $250.00 and charged to the reserve for
depreciation.
The mortgage notes are due serially, in annual amounts of $1,000.00.
Prepare a statement of application of funds.
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Solution:

(Exhibit A)

The Alhambra Trading Company
STATEMENT OF APPLICATION OF FUNDS

For the Year Ending December 31, 1921
Funds provided:
By net profits for the year:
Net profit after providing for depreciation............. $2,915
Add provisions for depreciation:
On building ........................................... $400
On delivery equipment .............................
300
On store fixtures.......................................
200
-------900

By issue of capital stock:
Total increase in capital stock .......................... 2,000
Less stock issued as a dividend ..............................
500
-------Total funds provided .......................................................

$3,815

1,500

$5,315

Which were applied as follows:
To additions to fixed assets:
Buildings:
Additions ............................................... $1,500
Extraordinary repairs ..............................
250
-------- $1,750
Delivery equipment ....................................................
100
Store fixtures .............................................................
250
-------- $2,100
To payment of fixed liabilities:
Mortgage notes ....................................................
1,000
To payment of dividends...............................................
1,000
To increase in working capital (Schedule I) ..........
1,215

Total funds applied .........................................................

$5,315
(Schedule I)

The Alhambra Trading Company
SCHEDULE OF WORKING CAPITAL

Dec. 31 Dec. 31
Changes in
1920 1921 working capital
Current assets:
Dec’rse Inc’rse
Merchandise inventory ....................... $7,500 $8,650
$1,150
Accounts receivable ...........................
3,200
2,400 $800
Notes receivable ..................................
800
750
50
Cash ......................................................
675
405
270

Total currentassets .....................

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable ........................

7,320

Working capital .........................................
Increase in working capital.....................
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12,175

$4,855

12,205
6,135

1,185

$6,070

1,215
$2,335 $2,335
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NOTES ON ADDITIONS TO FIXED ASSETS

Delivery equipment:
Balance—end of 1921 ...............................................
Balance—end of 1920 ......................................................
Less depreciation written off .........................................

$700
$900
300
-------600

Additions charged to asset account...............................

Store fixtures:
Balance—end of 1921 ......................................................
Balance—end of 1920 ......................................................
Less depreciation written off.........................................
Additions charged to asset account...............................

$100
$1,250
$1,200
200
--------

1,000
$250

No. 3 (17 points) :
A and B entered into partnership on April 1, 1922, investing $20,000
and $10,000 respectively. It was agreed that each partner should have
the privilege of withdrawing $200.00 per month; these amounts were to
be considered salaries and treated as an expense of the business. If
either partner drew more than $200.00 during any month the excess
over $200.00 was to be charged to his capital account at the end of the
month. If he drew less than $200.00 the difference was to be credited
to his capital account. Profits were to be divided in the average capital
ratio.
At September 30, 1922, the business was sold for $30,000 and you
are asked to determine how this money should be divided. The capital
accounts of the two partners appear as follows:
“A”

May 31....................... $ 50.00
August 31 .................. 200.00

April 1 .................... $20,000.00
April 30 ................
100.00
June 30 ................
200.00
July 31 ..................
150.00
September 30 ............
50.00
“B”

April 30 ...................... $100.00
May 31 ...................... 150.00
June 30 ...................... 200.00
August 31.................. 100.00
September 30 .............
75.00

April 1 ...................... $10,000.00
July31 ....................
100.00

All entries in the capital accounts after April 1st represent differ
ences between monthly salaries and actual monthly drawings.
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Solution:
COMPUTATION OF AVERAGE CAPITAL RATIO

A
Credits:

Amount

Date
April 1
April 30
June 30
July 31
Sept. 30

$20,000
100
200
150
50

May 31
Aug. 31

50
200

Time to
Sept. 30
6 mo.
5 ”
3 ”
2 ”
0 ”

Product

$120,000
500
600
300
0

Sum of
products

$121,400

Debits:
4
1

"
"

200
200

400
$121,000
B
Credits:

April 1
July 31

10,000
100

6 mo.
2 99

$60,000
200

$60,200

Debits:

April 30
May 31
June 30
Aug. 31
Sept. 30

100
150
200
100
75

5
4
3
1
0

99
99

99

500
600
600
100
0

1,800

$58,400
RATIO FOR DIVISION OF PROFITS

A—1210/1794
B— 584/1794
COMPUTATION OF PROFIT FOR SIX MONTHS

The business was sold for ...................................................................$30,000
Prior to the sale and prior to the ascertaining of
profits, the capital accounts had the following balances:
A .............................................................................. $20,250
B ..............................................................................
9,475
--------Net profit oh operations and sale of business....................

Divided as follows:
A—1210/1794 .........................................................
B— 584/1794 .........................................................

$275

$185.48
89.52
$275.00
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statement of partners' capital accounts

April 1, 1922 to September 30, 1922
B
Total
A
Original investments ............................. $20,000.00 $10,000.00 $30,000.00
500.00
100.00
600.00
Add undrawn salaries credited to capitals

Total .......................................................
Deduct drawings in excess of salaries ..

20,500.00
250.00

10,100.00
625.00

30,600.00
875.00

Capitals before ascertaining profits ....
Add profits ...... ......................................

20,250.00
185.48

9,475.00
89.52

29,725.00
275.00

Balances paid in cash ...........................

$20,435.48

$9,564.52 $30,000.00

No. 4 (22 points) :
On January 1, 1922, a concern dealing in a single commodity, had
an inventory of merchandise which cost $20,000.00. The goods were
marked to sell at 125% of cost and all subsequent purchases during the
six months ending June 30, 1922, were marked at the same rate.
The selling price of the inventory at June 30, 1922, was $24,000.00.
Purchases and sales by months were:
Purchases
Sales
(cost)
(selling price)
January ............................. $8,000.00
$9,000.00
February ...........................
9,000.00
9,500.00
March................................ 14,000.00
12,000.00
April.................................. 16,000.00
18,000.00
May.................................... 13,000.00
22,000.00
June .................................. 10,000.00
18,000.00

Compute estimated inventories at cost price at the end of each of
the six months.
Compute the rate of turnover for the six months’ period using,
(a) the January 1st and June 30th inventories.
(b) all of the inventories.
State which method gives the more accurate results.

Solution:
computation of monthly inventories
Inventory at January 1 ......................................... $20,000
Add purchases for January..................................
8,000
Total ................................................................
28,000
Deduct cost of sales: $9,000 ÷125% ................
7,200
Inventory, January 31 ...........................................
20,800
Add purchases for February................................
9,000
Total ................................................................
29,800
Deduct cost of sales: $9,500 ÷125% .................
7,600
Inventory, February 28 .........................................
22,200
Add purchases for March......................................
14,000
Total ................................................................. 36,200
Deduct cost of sales: $12,000 ÷125%.................
9,600
Inventory, March 31 .............................................
26,600
Add purchases for April ......................................
16,000
Total ................................................................. 42,600
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Total brought forward .........................................
Deduct cost of sales: $18,000 ÷ 125%................
Inventory, April 30 ................................................
Add purchases for May .......................................
Total ................................................................
Deduct cost of sales: $22,000 ÷ 125%................
Inventory, May 31 ................
Add purchases for June .......................................
Total ................................................................
Deduct cost of sales: $18,000 ÷ 125%................
Inventory, June 30 ................................................

$42,600
14,400
28,200
13,000
41,200
17,600
23,600
10,000
33,600
14,400
$19,200

The final inventory, and hence the entire computation, can be
checked by dividing $24,000 (the selling price of the June 30th inventory)
by 125%, obtaining $19,200.
COMPUTATION OF RATE OF TURNOVER

(Using average of January 1 and June 30 inventories)
Average inventory:
Inventory—January 1(cost) ......................
$20,000
Inventory—June 30(cost) .............................
19,200
Total ...............................................................

39,200

Average .........................................................

$19,600

Cost of Sales:
Inventory—January 1 .................................
Add purchases for six months ..................

$20,000
70,000

Total ......................................................................
Deduct inventory—June 30 ...............................

90,000
19,200

Cost of sales.........................................................

$70,800

Then 70,800 ÷ 19,600 = 3.61 turnovers in six months.
COMPUTATION OF RATE OF TURNOVER

Using all inventories
Inventory—January 1 ...........................................
”
—January 31 ..........................................
”
—February 28 ......................................
”
—March 31 ............................................
”
—April 30 ..............................................
—May 31 ...............................................
”
—June 30 ...............................................
Total ......................................................................

$20,000
20,800
22,200
26,600
28,200
23,600
19,200

$160,600

Average (1/7) ......................................................... $22,943
Then 70,800 (cost of sales) ÷ 22,943 = 3.09 turnovers in six months.

The second computation of the turnover rate is more accurate than
the first because of the larger number of inventories taken into consider
ation in determining the average investment in stock. Using only the
opening and closing inventories, it appears that the average investment
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was less than $20,000, although the inventories during the six months
were considerably in excess of that amount.
Since the first computation uses an average inventory which is
smaller than the actual average, the computation results in a turnover
rate higher than the actual rate.
The method of estimating inventories used in this solution can be
applied only when there is good reason to believe that the rate of gross
profit on sales has remained uniform, or nearly uniform, during the
period.
No. 5 (22 points) :
A corporation issues $500,000 of stock and $300,000 of bonds, and
purchases a mine at a cost of $400,000. Careful estimates indicate that
the mine contains 2,000,000 tons of ore, and the operating charge for
depletion is computed on the basis of this tonnage, calculated at 20
cents per ton.
The officers of the company, after considering the possibility of an
over-estimate in the tonnage, decide to create an additional reserve at
the rate of five cents per ton mined. This conservative provision is not
to affect the operating profits.
The agreement with the bondholders provides that annual sinkingfund contributions shall be made at the rate of thirty cents per ton
mined during the year, and that a sinking fund reserve shall be created
on the same basis.
At the close of the first year, and before making any of the reserve
provisions indicated above, the profit-and-loss account shows a credit
balance of $165,000. No consideration has been given to depletion. The
quantities mined may be tabulated as follows:
Sold .................................... 200,000 tons
Inventory ..............................
40,000 “
Used in operations.............
10,000 “

Total mined.......................

250,000 “

Contributions totaling $50,000 have been made to the sinking-fund
trustee.
Make journal entries to close the profit-and-loss account, and to set
up the reserves.
Set out all known facts in balance-sheet form.
State what amount is legally available for dividends.

Solution:
Profit-and-loss ..................................................................
Inventory .........................................................................
Reserve for depletion................................
To provide depletion on tonnage mined, as
follows:
200,000 tons sold—depletion at 20 cents
per ton .................................... $40,000
10,000 tons used in operation ...........
2,000

$42,000
8,000

$50,000

Total charge to profit-and-loss 42,000
40,000 tons in inventory ................
8,000

250,000 Total tons mined and total
depletion .............. $50,000
Profit-and-loss ..................................................................
Surplus .......................................................
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To transfer net gain to surplus ($165,000 — $42,000)
Surplus ................................................
12,500
Surplus reserved for possible under
depletion ........................................
12,500
Conservative additional provision of 5¢ per
ton mined.
Surplus .............................................................................
75,000
Surplus appropriated for sinking fund ...
75,000
To appropriate surplus in accordance with
the provisions of the mortgage, requiring
the creating of a sinking-fund reserve
at the rate of 30 cents per ton mined.
Partial Balance-Sheet
Assets
Mine ..................................................................................
Less reserve for depletion ......................................

$400,000
50,000
----------- $350,000

Inventory:
Mining cost (not stated) .........................................
Depletion charge ......................................................

?
8,000

?

50,000

Sinking fund ....................................................................
Liabilities
Bonds payable .......................................................
Capital stock ....................................................................
Surplus:
Reserved for possible under-depletion ..................
Appropriated for sinking fund................................
Free ...........................................................................

$300,000
500,000

$12,500
75,000
35,500
--------123,000
A corporation exploiting a wasting asset can legally declare dividends
equal to its free surplus and its depletion reserve. Hence the company
can pay dividends equal to:
Free surplus ........................................................... $35,500
Depletion reserve ..................................................
50,000
Surplus reserved for possible under-estimate
of depletion...............................................
12,500

Total .......................................................................

$98,000

Actuarial
No. 6 (22 points) :
Fred Humiston left a will in which he directed that the income
from his estate should be paid to his widow and that the principal should
be held in trust for a grandson. He also stipulated that the corpus
should not be impaired by the purchase of bonds by the trustee at a pre
mium and directed that such premiums paid by the trustee should be
amortized.
Humiston died on April 1, 1920. The estate contained five $1,000
bonds of the XYZ Company, bearing 6% interest payable July 1st and
January 1st. The bonds were due on July 1, 1925, and were inventoried
at 104½.
On July 1, 1920, the trustee purchased five more of the same bonds
on a 5% basis.
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Compute the price paid by the trustee for the bonds. The present
value of $1 due 10 periods hence at 2½% is $.781198402.
Prepare a statement showing the income payable to the widow on
July 1, 1920, January 1, 1921, and July 1, 1921.
Solution:
COMPUTATION OF PRICE PAID BY TRUSTEE

Nominal rate on par:
3% of $5,000 ..........................................
Effective rate on par:
2½% of $5,000 ......................................

$150.00
125.00

Difference ................................................................

$25.00

Present value of 1 at 2½% due in 10
periods
= .781198402
Compound discount
= .218801598
Present value of annuity of 1 for 10
periods at 2½% = .218801598 + .025 =8.75206392
Premium = $25.00 x 8.75206392 = $218.80
Par ........................................................................ $5,000.00
Add premium ......................................................
218.80
Price paid by trustee .........................................

$5,218.80

In determining the amount of income to pay to the widow, the
premium on the bonds left by the decedent is not to be amortized. This
is in accordance with the law, and no direction to the contrary was
set out in the will. Therefore the widow will receive all interest earned
on the five bonds left as part of the estate, without amortization of
premium.
At July 1, 1920:
Interest for 3 months at 6% on $5,000 ...
At January 1, 1921 .............................................
At July 1, 1921 ....................................................

$75.00
150.00
150.00

The following table shows the amortization of premium on the bonds
purchased by the trustee, at the two dates required by the problem:

Cost, July 1, 1920 ................................................ $5,218.80
January 1, 1921:
Coupons .................................. $150.00
Income: 2½% of $5,218.80 ...........
130.47

Premium amortized ......................

19.53

Carrying value...............................

5,199.27

July 1, 1921:
Coupons .........................................
Income: 2½% of $5,199.27 .........
Carrying value ..............................
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Summary of Income
On bonds
left by
decedent
July, 1920 ...............
$75.00
January 1, 1921 ....
150.00
July 1, 1921 ...........
150.00

On bonds
purchased

Total

$130.47
129.98

$75.00
280.47
279.98

Touche, Niven & Company announce the amalgamation of their
practice and that of Edwin H. Wagner & Company of St. Louis and
the admission of Edwin H. Wagner to the firm. The St. Louis office
has been removed to the Arcade Building.

Touche, Niven & Co. announce the admission to partnership of
C. A. H. Narlian.
Nathaniel Miller announces the removal of his office to 1465 Broad
way, New York.

Louis Kadison announces the removal of his office to 233 Broadway,
New York.
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Terminology Department
Conducted

by the
the

Special Committee on Accounting Terminology
American Institute of Accountants

of

In the December issue of The Journal of Accountancy the com
mittee on terminology presented two letters written with reference to
the article appearing in the September issue of the magazine. Again it is
hoped that accountants generally will take the opportunity to offer sug
gestions or to make criticisms, for the committee believes that in this
way sound and acceptable definitions may best be obtained for many of
the more commonly used words in accountancy.
In this issue of The Journal of Accountancy the committee pre
sents two additional letters, both with reference to the article appear
ing in the October issue of the magazine. The letters follow:
Letter No. 1
“I am interested in your suggestion regarding what I call an al
lowance in your report on nomenclature. But I cannot help calling your
attention to your own statement about reserves. You say, “A reserve
account indicates a segregation of and withholding for a specific pur
pose of past or current profits, revenue or income from any source.”
Then your very first illustration is of a loss of physical property and
your second is of a loss of choses in action. This is bad accounting in
my mind, for there is no profit, revenue, or income, until all costs are
met, and so your reserve, under your own definition, cannot be taken
out of profit, for profit does not exist until after the reserve has been
taken out. You can reserve profits from distribution, and that it why
I use the term just as you yourself define it—kept back from distribution
to stockholders; but you cannot keep back what does not exist, and
gross revenue or income that has gone to offset losses does not exist as
income or revenue, but has been cancelled or wiped out, and so can’t
be kept back. Your committee has committed a logical absurdity, merely
to defend a poor use of the English language to which accountants have
unfortunately committed themselves.”

Letter No. 2
“I have examined with great interest your report on the terminology
work.
“I wish to make as vigorous an argument as possible, if not specific
ally in favor of the phrase allowance for depreciation or allowance for
bad debts, at least for some terminology which will distinguish the esti
mated amount of depreciation, or the estimated amount of uncollectible
debts, from the word reserve, and urge as strongly as possible that the
accounting fraternity should use every effort to do away with the dual
and confusing use of the word reserve.
“Under the head reserve you make the statement that, ‘A reserve
account indicates a segregation of and withholding for a specific pur
pose of past or current profits, revenue or income. . . .’ I do not see how
reserve for depreciation comes under that description. Even if it does,
is not its nature so different from an actual reserve of profits that the
confusion should be avoided? I am sure there would be no dispute
between us that the credit to reserve for depreciation is not a segrega
tion or withholding of any kind of profits. I do not believe that we
should even look upon it as a withholding of income unless you would
say that the recognition in the accounts that a part of the raw material
has been consumed in the process of manufacturing, or that part of the
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money on hand at the beginning of the year has been paid out for
interest and wages, is the segregation or withholding of revenue or
income. If a concern starts out with a stock of raw cotton and con
sumes $10,000 worth of it, the raw material account would be credited,
and income, in some of its phases, would, of course, be debited. In
come would of course be less than if a smaller amount of cotton or no
cotton at all had been consumed; but I do not believe that you would say
that there was any withholding of income, but rather a mere recognition of
the amount of net income actually gained. If, for any reason, instead
of crediting the raw material account, some other account entitled de
pletion of raw material were credited, I do not believe that that piece of
bookkeeping technique would be held to alter the question of profits or
income, or that it made it any more possible to withhold income than
with the other form of bookkeeping.
“Let us take an extreme case. The owner of a steamship might
perhaps find his vessel lying idle for an entire year, and consequently
there is no income, profits, or revenue. If his accounts are correctly
kept, there would necessarily be a credit to reserve for depreciation, or
some similar account. It would seem to me a strange misuse of language
to speak of it as being any withholding of income when there had abso
lutely been no income to withhold.
“I am not particularly concerned with the use of the word allowance
in the phrase allowance for depreciation, if you can find some other
word. It is, however, as you state in your report, being sometimes used
in that sense, and I believe the use is growing. But whether you ap
prove of that use or not, can you not find some phrase which will avoid
the ambiguity involved in the use of the word reserve?”

Additional discussion of the original article appearing in the Octo
ber issue or of the letters appearing in this issue is invited. Communi
cations should be addressed to any one of the undersigned.

Walter Mucklow, chairman,
420 Hill Building, Jacksonville, Florida
Edward H. Moeran,
120 Broadway, New York
J. Hugh Jackson,
56 Pine Street, New York
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Book Reviews
BUDGETARY CONTROL, by J. O. McKinsey. The Ronald Press Co.,
New York. Cloth, 474 pages.
During recent years great progress has been made in determining
and definitizing the principles that govern the main functions of business.
By observing and recording the experiences of the most successful busi
ness enterprises, the data has been collected and conclusions reached as
to the methods that should be followed in purchasing, manufacturing,
selling, financing, accounting, etc. So far, however, there have been few
satisfactory expositions of the methods by which these main functions of
business may be effectively coordinated. And yet it is this coordination of
functions which is the chief problem of business.
The most satisfactory work on this subject that has come to our
notice is Mr. J. O. McKinsey’s Budgetary Control. Starting with the
obviously sound premise that effective coordination cannot be obtained
without first formulating and adopting a comprehensive programme,
Mr. McKinsey explains how a budget may be installed in a business and
outlines the organization that is needed to prepare the budget and estab
lish through its use control over performance. Important suggestions
are offered in respect to the responsibilities that should be assumed by
the Board of Directors, the chief executive and departmental executives
in formulating, adopting and executing the programme. Having laid
these foundations, Mr. McKinsey takes up in detail in special chapters
the preparation and use of budgets for sales, selling expense, advertising,
production, materials, labor, manufacturing expenses, purchases, plant
and equipment, and general expense. A thorough treatment is also
given to the financial budget. Finally, the use of estimated balancesheets and profit-and-loss statements is explained as the means of
reflecting the anticipated results of the programme.
The outstanding feature of this, book is the clear manner in which
the relation and coordination of the several budgets are explained. The
author is to be congratulated for producing a book that defines in simple
language the principles that govern the most difficult phase of business
management, namely, comprehensive and coordinated planning.
Francis Oakey.
FACTORY MANAGEMENT WASTES, by James F. Whiteford.
D. Van Nostrand Company, New York. 220 pages.
At a time when our industrial system is undergoing a period of read
justment and is attempting to return to a condition of normalcy, Factory
Management Wastes is opportune. The author informs us at the begin
ning and end of the volume, and several times between, that the sugges
tions contained in the book “are no idle theories, but are intensely prac
tical, as they have been demonstrated by the logic of proved fact.” The
material of the book is not new, but the volume is somewhat unique in
that it has brought together in comparatively small space the problems in
volved in the discovery and elimination of wastes, and in that it offers
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general suggestions at least for their remedy. The author deals in general
with the wastes arising from management, from the control or lack of
control of production, and the wastes with reference to materials, machin
ery and the employee. The questions of overtime, performance records
and cost-finding methods, the principles of wage payment and profitsharing—all in their relation to waste—are also briefly discussed.
One of the greatest causes of waste, in the opinion of the author, is
the lack of training and the over-loading of foremen, together with the
expectation on the part of executives of more from their foremen than
anyone can perform to advantage—a criticism which, for the most part,
is entirely fair. Foremen, as a rule, are chosen because of their ability
along some one line and they are really never trained for their positions.
This is a preventable waste if managers are willing it give the necessary
time and proper thought to its solution. Other preventable wastes which
are discussed include interruptions of work, mistakes and misunderstand
ings, wasteful operations, unnecessary motions, misdirected efforts, im
proper tools, obsolete methods and useless records.
After completing the volume, however, one feels that a book based
upon the “logic of proved fact” should be considerably more definite and
concrete, whereas this volume deals almost entirely in generalities. If
the book does nothing more than emphasize to managers and other execu
tives that any preventable waste is an absolute loss it will more than
justify its existence. That it will go far in remedying these evils, other
than to point out that they do exist, is doubtful and, in the opinion of
the reviewer, to the extent that the author has intended the book as a
manual of procedure just so far has he failed. The book will not prove
a panacea for even a small portion of our existing industrial ills.
J. Hugh Jackson.
ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES, by Spurgeon Bell. The MacMillan Co.,
New York. 482 pages, cloth.
Accounting Principles is practically a comprehensive manual of book
keeping and accounting with little to distinguish it from other texts of this
kind save chapter XIV, which explains briefly methods of analyzing the
balance-sheet and revenue statement. This is a valuable feature that should
receive better treatment in all text-books on accounting. It is not difficult
for a student with ordinary intelligence to learn how to keep books, but few
really understand how to read the story told by the resulting financial state
ments. The desire of manufacturers and wholesalers to extend business is
the cause of a growing increase of consignments in late years, so Professor
Bell has done well to devote more than the usual amount of space to
accounting for consignor and consignee. Every accountant who has had
to disentangle such accounts in cases of insolvency and liquidation will
appreciate the need of instructing bookkeepers in this subject. Review
questions and practical problems at the end of each chapter should give
fair tests of the student’s grasp of each subject, and there is a good index
for reference purposes. Altogether an excellent working manual for the
student.
W. H. Lawton.
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PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS: PART II, by Paul-Joseph
Esquerré. The Ronald Press Co., New York. 350 pages.
A series of practical accounting problems taken from New York C. P. A.
examinations, edited, discussed and solved by the author. Part I, containing
twenty problems, was reviewed in The Journal of Accountancy in Sep
tember, 1921. Part II contains thirty more, all representing typical business
situations. What was said in the review of Part I in regard to the type and
make-up of this unique form of text-book applies as well to this volume and
need not be repeated.
In the preface to Part II Mr. Esquerré emphasizes the chief aim of his
two books, viz.: to prepare the student for the C. P. A. examinations. His
remarks on the tendency of students to suspect traps and pitfalls in the plain
est of examination problems are worth heeding by prospective candidates,
and it is to be hoped they will serve to dissipate such suspicions. One notes
the peculiarity of the first balance-sheet given in the book, i. e., the assets
and liabilities are stated after the manner of our English cousins. Whether
this is merely a printer’s error or a purposeful example of the sort of “mole
hill” to be ignored by the candidate is not quite clear. At all events, nothing
is said about it in the author’s solution, though undoubtedly ninety-nine can
didates out of a hundred would begin by pronouncing the balance-sheet
“wrong.”
The breadth and keenness of his analyses of various problems may
be the despair of many students, but they are exactly what the problems
demand. The power to analyze logically is the most important part of a
skilled accountant’s mental equipment. Without it he can never hope to
advance beyond what a late revered leader in the profession used to call the
“holler-and-tick” stage. These discussions are accordingly the most valuable
pages in Mr. Esquerré’s volumes, and it is hardly necessary to say they are
well done.
W. H. Lawton.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ACCOUNTS, by Charles E. Sprague. The
Ronald Press Co., New York.
When a book is called a classic it too frequently means that it has fallen
into that limbo of literature where everyone speaks of it with awe and nobody
reads it. The latest “six best” lie on the library table soiled and dog-eared
with handling; the classics of Jane Austen, Trollope, Thackeray, Dickens,
stand in expensive bindings on book-shelves, never taken out except by the
good housewife—to dust them off. The case of Macauley, Hallam, Prescott,
Parkman, is even worse—they, alas! are out of date; modern research has
made them untrustworthy. Who has the time or inclination to read Shakes
peare, Scott or Byron in these hectic days of Amy Lowell, Masters and the
movies? It becomes a question if there is any compliment in pronouncing a
book a classic; it may be but a euphemism for “has been!”
In the practical professions, however, classic still retains an honored and
honorable meaning. In each of them some pioneer has blazed a trail of
broad principles, marking the path that must be followed by future genera
tions, trails that humbler workers may smooth and broaden, as woodland
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and prairie trails have been transformed into smooth pikes and shining rails,
but whose general direction cannot be changed.
Such conception must accompany the crowning of the late Professor
Sprague’s Philosophy of Accounts as a classic. It needs no commendation
at the reviewer’s hands, for the accountant who has not read it, and with
profit, is rare indeed. Yet it will not be amiss to say that it is the first
book which should be taken up as an introduction to higher accounting
by the student who has mastered the elements of bookkeeping.

W. H. Lawton.

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING AND COST KEEPING, by William
R. Basset and Johnson Heywood. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
304 pages.
The title of this book would be more nearly descriptive of its contents if
it were “Production Engineering and Cost Keeping for Machine Shops,”
because the methods and plans described are particularly applicable to machine
shops. However, the authors are to be commended for not having attempted
the treatment of these subjects in the more general and less practicable
manner.
The purpose of the book as stated in the preface is “not only to bring
practical assistance to the production managers, foremen and cost accountants
of machine shops, but to give the higher executives a knowledge of the best
in shop-management practice, so that they may judge how effective are the
methods used by their subordinates.” This is a lofty purpose. The business
world would be richer if shop executives had a better conception of the prin
ciples and practices of production planning and industrial accounting. It is
doubted if many executives are sufficiently interested in the routine details
of a factory system to cause them to give a careful reading to such a book;
but production managers, foremen and cost accountants will find the book
both interesting and profitable.
Approximately one-half of the book is devoted to production planning and
control. The other half treats of industrial accounting for machine shops.
In the main the entire work is a description of one system installed by the
authors in an automobile-parts shop. The authors state that they consider
the conditions in this plant typical of those in the majority of machine shops.
One hundred and fifteen illustrations and forms accompany the text by way
of explanation of the operation of the system. The book contains some
practical suggestions. Its value as a ready reference is enhanced by a com
plete index and table of contents.
The authors have adopted a rather ingenious style that makes for easy
reading. The presentation is logical. Each of the twenty-six chapters opens
with an interesting introduction and closes in a way that impels the reader
to continue. On the whole a dry subject has been treated in a less uninterest
ing manner than is usual in a work of this kind. The authors evidently did
not intend to make this a book for accountants, as witness the following
quotations: “We are trying to make cost accounting clear to machine-shop
executives. We are writing for business men, not for accountants.” It is
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thought that the financial accountant in general practice will not be greatly
benefited by reading this book. However, it should prove interesting to
many industrial accountants and production engineers in public practice.
C. B. Williams.

THE TRUE BASIS OF EFFICIENCY, by Lawrence R. Dicksee. Gee
& Co., London, cloth, 90 pages.
In a series of five lectures delivered to the students of the London
School of Economics and Political Science Professor Dicksee offers a
rather curious mixture of appeals to the higher nature and practical work
ing suggestions as his conception of what should be the true basis of
efficiency. Perhaps it may be summarized in the opening paragraph of his
introduction:
“The object of this book is to suggest that what we do is primarily
the result of what we are, and that, therefore, the efficiency, or otherwise,
of our actions will be determined in the main by what we are; that the
habit of right thinking must be formed before we can expect right doing;
that character and vision are the bed-rock of all true efficiency.”
Or perhaps, better still, his quotation (page 15) : “For as he thinketh
in his heart, so is he.”
Readers who like the style of uplift literature with which this country
has been flooded of late years will find the lectures much to their taste.
Others (I, for one) will seriously doubt the “efficiency” in devoting five
sessions of a strenuous course of study to the obvious. At all events, they
surely might be compressed into a single introductory lecture or text in
Studies in Commerce, of which this is the first volume.
However, if somewhat platitudinous, the lectures are full of pithy
home-truths, and perhaps they were and are needed in the unrest follow
ing the war. Between the lines, and confirmed by the appendix (an article
on Unrest and Its Cure by John Murray), one may observe the alarm
and the protest against a wave of socialism which threatened to submerge
the British Isles. But that it should be thought necessary to address such
appeals to a class of men whose whole training compels them to deal
with economic facts, not half-baked illusive theories, is passing strange.
W. H. Lawton.

FACTORY STORESKEEPING, by Henry H. Farquhar. McGrawHill Book Company, New York. 175 pages.
Factory Storeskeeping concerns the acquisition, storage and issue of
raw material, work-in-process and finished goods, but it has nothing to do
with the routing of work while in process. The viewpoint of the author
is that of a manager of production in a medium-size plant with a varied
output both for stock and on order. No systems for specific types of busi
ness are outlined, but the various phases of material control are illustrated
by practical examples.
The first twenty-five pages deal with the relation between material
control and production and the prerequisites of adequate control. One
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hundred and fifty pages are devoted to organization, control of purchases,
material balance-sheets, purchasing, traffic, receiving and inspection depart
ments, storerooms, classification of materials and material accounting. In
an appendix is an interesting table showing the number of units of certain
kinds of nuts, bolts and washers which can be stored in one cubic foot of
bin space. This table is not complete enough to be of much value, but it
exemplifies an idea which someone can develop further by additional experi
mentation. This might profitably lead to the creation of a handbook on
storage capacity data. There are some storeroom photographs of sug
gestive value, but most of the routine described at length seems to be the
regular orthodox procedures outlined in other good text-books on material
accounting. Each chapter has a head-note which is called a “summary.”
These are merely lists of topics and give little information. In subsequent
editions, if a head-note is wanted, it might be advisable to use one briefly
digesting the substance of the chapter after the fashion of headnotes of
decisions in law reports. It might be advisable also in subsequent editions
to devote some space to graphic methods in the control of material and
running inventories.
Harold Dudley Greeley.

SURETY BONDS: NATURE, FUNCTIONS, UNDERWRITING
REQUIREMENTS, by Edward C. Lunt. The Ronald Press Com
pany, New York.
Mr. Lunt’s jocular remark (p. 341) on a section of a certain
chapter may well be applied to his book as a whole—it is “interesting,
informative, uplifting and altogether delightful.” At first blush nothing
might seem to the general reader likely to be so dull and uninteresting
as a book devoted to the subject of surety bonds; nevertheless he will
find in this book much of interest and information.
Suretyship as a corporate enterprise is very modern. An attempt
was made to organize such a company in London in 1720, but it was
not until 1840 that the first successful English company was launched.
In 1875 the Fidelity & Casualty Co. took the lead in the United States,
and to-day there are some twenty-five surety companies in this country
whose premiums in 1921 amounted to nearly sixty million dollars. The
classification of the various kinds of bonds issued embraces about one
hundred divisions with some three hundred sub-divisions. Generally
speaking, there are two main classes of surety bonds; in one, the surety
guarantees the fidelity of a person; in the other, it guarantees that
the person will perform a certain contract, or will pay a certain amount,
and so on. The latter is by far the larger and more important class.
A fact that will astonish most people is that suretyship is not insurance.
In the author’s words (p. 5)

“In the case of ordinary insurance the underwriter as a matter
of course takes all the risk, while in the case of suretyship, pure
and simple, the bonding company takes, theoretically, no risk whatever.”
This sounds like a paradox, but the explanation is that what the bond
ing company does is to provide the credit that somebody wants, but
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the company itself must be properly secured against loss by the prin
cipal in the case. This broad statement is, of course, limited in its
application to fidelity bonds, which are therefore said to be “written
on an insurance basis”; i. e., the bonding company is not usually secured
by the principal and must therefore set aside something from the
premiums as a fund with which to meet losses.
There is not much in the book of especial interest to accountants
beyond the general information on the subject of surety bonds. That
surety companies place much importance on good accounting methods
and periodical audits is already well known in the profession. Indi
rectly Mr. Lunt calls attention to a point worth watching for in
audits. Where an auditor discovers surety bonds in favor of his
client, it is well to inquire if the client has been obliged to put up
collateral or assume any responsibility as indemnitor under these
bonds.
Of course, we accountants will take exception to the author’s
approval of auditing by the surety companies themselves, which he
says (p. 43) “marks a real and scientific advance in the conduct of the
business, and the movement ought to grow.”
Aside from selfish views, it is fair to point out (1) that an
audit by an interested party can never be impartial, (2) that an audit
by the surety company is likely to be limited to the interests of that
company, and the client relying upon it might come to grief in think
ing that his whole business has been covered, and (3) that there is
the important element of secrecy to be considered. A certified public
accountant is bound by the ethics of a profession to maintain strict
silence as to his client’s affairs.
W. H. Lawton.
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"Why Should We Have a New Federal Tax Law?"

Editor, The Journal of Accountancy:
Sir: Mr. Montgomery’s article “Why Should We Have a New
Federal Tax Law?” which appeared in your November issue is a de
parture from the ordinary run of your articles.
While there is much truth in what Mr. Montgomery says concerning
the incompetence and insincerity of many of our lawmakers, still on the
whole the article relates to fundamental questions of wide scope which
are controversial to say the least.
The trend of life in these days is and is going to remain that of a
great leveling process; a movement to reduce the great inequalities in the
matter of incomes and consequent influence, in all walks of life. The
existence of income tax laws in Great Britain and the United States, tax
ing income as high as 80% and 67% respectively are indications of this
tendency. Of course these changes evidence themselves first in the appear
ance of crude laws; at present we are groping our way. Mr. Montgomery
contends that “congress has proceeded on the theory that all large profits
are illegitimate,” and I think congress is partly right. Many people are
of the opinion that an income of a million dollars by one man and a
thousand dollars by another is an evil tendency that should be remedied.
Graduated taxation is the first step towards a scaling down of this in
equality. Whether it is properly the function of the government to effect
this is a question to which some will say “yes” and others “no.” The
majority has come to the conclusion that “yes” is the answer.
Then there are many who are contending that huge profits are im
moral because the possessor of them can exert undue influence on our
government in order to facilitate his making even more and maintain a
despotic grasp on the conduct of industry. What great moral right is
there for large contributions by business men to campaign funds for the
purpose of securing “business” legislation?
Mr. Montgomery is right in asking business men to stop contributing
to campaign funds; but why not ask them to do so for all time? Con
tributions by business men, as such, have an immoral influence in that
the amount of a man’s contribution is apt to give him more power in the
affairs of government than his suffrage would warrant him. Rather than
an evil I think it is a great good that business men cannot hold our law
makers to carry out their promises but rather that the lawmaker follows
public opinion.
Public opinion at this time is in a Sargasso Sea of doubt and uneasi
ness; its mind is not made up. Naturally this timidity is reflected in our
national legislature by a do-nothing policy.
“A confiscatory tax law appears to tax the few rich for the benefit
of the many poor,” says the article. It would seem that the fact that
there are “few” rich and “many” poor would be an indication of some
thing wrong in our economic order and that taxation might do some
thing to alleviate the condition. So far as confiscation goes that is not
a new principle in the art of government. Two of the greatest issues
this country has had to face, slavery and the liquor question, have been
answered by a form of confiscation.
A question is asked in the article “If the representatives are in duty
bound to legislate for the majority why do they need or accept help
from the minority?” I can find no answer to this question in the article
and I wonder if any business man who has made large contributions to
campaign funds can satisfactorily answer it. It is one of the problems
of democratic government which has not been solved yet by any con
ventional political theorist.
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“Men of ability, of daring and superior imagination must not be al
lowed to accumulate wealth!” says Mr. Montgomery. Neither must men
of inability, who lack daring in certain respects and who have no fore
sight or imagination be allowed to accumulate wealth.
Tax laws do not discriminate against the wise or unwise. The ability
to accumulate money is no criterion of character as to daring, or superior
imagination, nor necessarily even ability. Sometimes it is the force of
circumstances in the case of any number of wealthily-born men.
The vague feeling of the many as reflected in the tax law is the grow
ing opinion that ability to accumulate huge fortunes should be curtailed
and the energy which is used in accumulating wealth for selfish purposes
often to public detriment, should be diverted to public usefulness. While
it is true that ability and talent and imagination cannot be coerced into
public service, high taxes on large incomes do in a measure bring this
about.
The distribution of earned wealth under our economic order is not
likely to remain in the same status in the future. Any industry in which
the unskilled workers receive a certain proportion, the skilled workers
another proportion, and the managing and capital-furnishing group an
other, is an arbitrary arrangement. Public opinion may force one group
or another to yield at any time, and if the capitalist group, let us say,
is refractory and disgruntled, the other groups might gradually oust this
group and substitute for it a cooperative ownership. Under such an
arrangement the legal ownership would be secondary and relatively un
important provided the industry were operated by and for the worker and
the investment kept intact out of profits.
This letter may seem far afield from the question of the federal in
come tax, but if it is not looked at in a broad light by us as accountants
and citizens we are likely to see only the technical and narrow side of
the matter and be unable to understand the greater meaning of this par
ticular legislation.
Yours truly,
Victor G. Gough.
New York, N. Y., November 18, 1922.
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TEXAS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

At the annual meeting of the Texas Society of Certified Public
Accountants, the following officers were elected: President, A. H. Cole,
Dallas; vice-president, T. J. Tapp, Houston; secretary and treasurer,
C. E. Scales, Fort Worth. These officers, with George Armistead of
Houston and A. C. Upleger of Waco constitute the board of directors.
Following the meeting there was formed the Law Enforcement Asso
ciation of Certified Public Accountants, whose purpose is to protect and
maintain the integrity of the certified public accountant certificate. The
executive committee of this new organization consists of the following:
George Armistead, chairman, Houston; J. A. Phillips, Houston; T. A.
Thurston, El Paso; H. V. Robertson, Amarillo; J. B. Allred, Wichita
Falls; C. E. Scales, Fort Worth; F. G. Rodgers, San Antonio; A. M.
Muse, Waco, and J. R. Nelson, Dallas.
SOCIETY OF LOUISIANA CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS

At the annual meeting of the Society of Louisiana Certified Public
Accountants, the following officers were elected: R. J. LeGardeur, presi
dent; Emile Bienvenu, vice-president; Geo. A. Treadwell, secretary;
C. M. Doiseau, treasurer; A. M. Smith, H. M. Snider and H. J. Miller,
additional members of the executive board.
RICHARD L. HARPER

Richard L. Harper, member of the American Institute of Accountants,
certified public accountant of Massachusetts, died December 2, 1922. Mr.
Harper retired from practice at the beginning of 1920. He was ad
mitted a member of the American Association of Public Accountants in
April, 1908, and when the American Institute of Accountants was formed
his membership was transferred to the new organization.
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. announce that they have acquired the prac
tice of William H. James & Co., Atlanta, and opened a branch office in
the Atlanta National Bank building, Atlanta, Georgia, under the manage
ment of Mr. James.
William C. Heaton and Frederic Worfolk announce the formation of
a partnership under the firm name of Heaton & Worfolk, with offices at
9 East 46th street, New York.

William F. Robins and Allen B. Schall announce the formation of a
partnership, practising under the firm name of Robins & Schall, with
offices at 613 Bearinger building, Saginaw, Michigan.

F. Gordon Blackstone & Co. announce the removal of their New
York office to suite 811, Liggett building, 42nd street and Madison avenue,
New York.
---------------Scovell, Wellington & Co. announce that William P. Moonan and
Frederick J. Knoeppel have been admitted to partnership.
Lincoln G. Kelly & Co. announce the opening of an office at 718
Junior Orpheum building, Los Angeles, California.

George S. Clark announces the opening of an office at 619 Dollar
Bank building, Youngstown,-Ohio.
M. D. Bachrach announces the opening of offices in the Fanners Bank
building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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ACCOUNTANTS’ SOCIETIES

General Accountants Association. Canadian Chartered Accountant,
November, 1922, p. 252-5.
Institute of Cost and Works Accountants, Inauguration of North-East
Coast and District Branch; Report. Cost Accountant, November,
1922, p. 178-91.
ACCOUNTING
Encyclopaedias, dictionaries, etc.

Bienvenue, Emile. Accounting and Business Dictionary; an Encyclo
pedia of Accounting, Financial, Commercial Law and General Busi
ness Terms. New Orleans, Poynton Press Company, 1922. 314 p.
AUDITING AND AUDITORS

Richardson, F. W. Check List Method of Auditing and Bookkeeping.
Ed. 2. New York, F. W. Richardson, 1922. 64p.
AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
Cost Accounting

Perry-Keene, L. Cost Control in the Motor-Car and Allied Industries;
pt. 3. Cost Accountant, November, 1922, p. 170-4.
BAKERIES
Cost Accounting

King, Howard L. Keeping Cost Records in the Modern Bakery; a
Daily Check on Production and Sales. Industrial Management,
December, 1922, p. 336-40.
Bennett, E. James. Some Points for Consideration in Connection with a
Customer's Balance Sheet. Accountant, November, 11, 1922, p.
681-7.
BRANCHES
Accounting

Seaman, A. M. Branch Accounts. Accounting, Commerce and Insur
ance, September, 1922, p. 159-66.
BUDGETS
Business

McKinsey, James O. Budgetary Control. New York, The Ronald Press
Company, 1922. 474p.
Mathewson, Park. Expense control through Budgeting. Industrial
Management, December, 1922, p. 372-5.
CELERY

Beattie, W. R. Celery Growing. Washington, Government Printing
Office, 1922. 32p. (United States Department of Agriculture, Farmers’
Bulletin No. 1269.)
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CLOTHING TRADE
Accounting

Complete System of Retail Accounting for the progressive clothing
store: cont. National Retail Clothier, November 16, December 7,
1922, p. 75, 94-6.
COMMERCIAL LAW

Rogers, Ralph E. and Clyde O. Thompson. Gano’s Commercial Law
Revised. New York, American Book Company, cl921. 409p.
CONTRACTS

United States. Bureau of Budget. Standardization of Government Con
tracts, Tentative Contract Forms Consisting of General Instructions
to Bidders, Invitation for Proposals, Proposal, Contract; submitted by
the Interdepartmental Board of Contracts and Adjustments for con
structive criticism and suggestions. Washington, Government Print
ing Office, 1922. 19p.
CORPORATIONS
Accounting

Waddilove, W. W. Company Accounts. Accounting, Commerce and
Insurance, September, 1922, p. 166-7.
COST AND FACTORY ACCOUNTING

Darnell, R. W. Relation of Time Study to Cost Accounting: pt. 2.
Industrial Management, December, 1922, p. 341-5.
Dicksee, L. R. Costing. Accountants' Journal, November, 1922, p.
388-97.
Elbourne, E. T. Costing As a Branch of Administration. Accountant,
November 11, 1922, p. 694-5.
Harrison, G. Charter. Standard Costs Increase Profits.
Manufac
turers' News, December 7, 1922, p. 7-8.
McGregor, G. F. Address. Cost Accountant, November, 1922, p. 186-7.
Mitchell, Douglas. Address. Cost Accountant, November, 1922, p.
182-4.
Russell, H. Collecting Cost Information; abstract. Cost Accountant,
November, 1922, p. 202-3.
Stelling, Robert. Collection of Data for Ascertaining Overhead Expenses.
Cost Accountant, November, 1922, p. 192-8.
Thornton, F. W. Accounting Needs of Technical Men in Executive Posi
tions. Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, November 8,
1922, p. 925-7.
Wallace, H. Collecting Cost Information; abstract. Cost Accountant,
November, 1922, p. 201-2.
DAIRYING
Statistics

Pirtle, T. R. Handbook of Dairy Statistics. Washington, Government
Printing Office, 1922. 72p. (United States Department of Agricul
ture, Bureau of Animal Industry.)
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE

Provision for Depreciation in Mercantile Accounts.
Magazine, November, 1922, p. 541-6.

Accountants'

DIVIDENDS

Significance of Stock Dividend Deluge. Trust Companies, November,
1922, p. 521-2.
Why the Melon-Cutting? Haskins and Sells Bulletin, November 15,
1922, p. 85-6.
EXAMINATIONS

American Institute of Accountants. Examinations, November, 1922.
Journal of Accountancy, December, 1922, p. 401-16.
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EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES

Brady, John Edson. Management of Decedents’ Estates; cont. Banking
Law Journal, September, October, November, 1922, p. 667-74, 68694, 805-12.
FACTORIES
Management

Hiscox, W. J. Factory Administration in Practice; organization and ad
ministration from the factory standpoint. London, Sir Isaac Pitman
and Sons, 1921. 214p.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Clark, Arch B. Foreign Exchanges. Canadian Chartered Accountant,
November, 1922, p. 197-211.
Spence, G. M. Treatment of Fluctuating Exchange in Foreign Mer
chant’s Books. Incorporated Accountants' Journal, December,
1922, p. 67-71.
FOUNDRIES
Cost Accounting

Luenberg, A. Factory Cost—from Rough Castings to Products. Cana
dian Machinery, November 30, 1922, p. 26-8.
GAS
Rates

Teele, Arthur W. Importance of Accounting in Gas Rate Cases.
Journal of Accountancy, December, 1922, p. 417-26.
GOODWILL

Leake, P. D. Commercial Goodwill.
p. 698-705.

Accountant, November 11, 1922,

GROCERY TRADE
Accounting

Duncan, C. S. Methods of Paying Salesmen. Jacksonville, Fla., Bureau
of Business Research, Southern Wholesale Grocers’ Association, 1921.
26p. (Business Studies Pamphlet No. 2).
Costs

Harvard University. Graduate School of Business Administration.
Bureau of Business Research. Operating Expenses in the Whole
sale Grocery Business in 1921. Cambridge, Harvard University Press,
1922. 39p. (Bulletin No. 30).
HOTELS
Accounting

Wilkins, E. T.
p. 739-45.

Hotel Accounts.

Accountant, November 18, 1922,

ICE CREAM
Cost Accounting

Cost Accounting in the Sales Department; experts include study of the
expenses of distribution. Ice Cream Trade Journal, November,
1922, p. 79-81.
For Better Cost Accounting in the Industry, National Association’s Com
mittee Makes Recommendations and Submits Special Depreciation
Report at Convention. Ice Cream Trade Journal, November, 1922,
p. 51-2.
Costs

McDonald, W. A. What Costs Show Regarding Interurban Delivery.
Ice Cream Trade Journal, November, 1922, p. 57-60.
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INSTITUTIONS, HOSPITALS, ETC.
Accounting

Keeble, W. A. Hospital Board Accounts. Accounting, Commerce and
Insurance, October, 1922, p. 192-6.
INVENTORIES

Faddis, Thomas M. Problems Pertaining to Inventory. Pace Student,
December, 1922, p. 11-13.
Kilduff, Frederic W. Standard Inventory Manual. Chicago, The Ac
counting Standards Corporation, 1922. 227p.
INVESTIGATIONS

Ferguson, W. S. Business Investigations. Canadian Chartered Ac
countant, November, 1922, p. 212-21.
Paton, W. A. Valuation of Inventories. Journal of Accountancy,
December, 1922, p. 432-50.
KNIT GOODS
Cost Accounting

Gordon, Stephen R. Cost Finding in Knitting Mills; cont. Textile
World, November 18, 1922, p. 2905, 2971.
LIBRARIES

Casson, Herbert N. Office Library. Accountants’ Journal, November,
1922, p. 385-7.
LUMBER
Valuation

Woodward, K. W. Valuation of American Timberlands.
John Wiley and Sons, 1921. 246p.

New York,

MACHINE SHOPS
Cost Accounting

Blake, G. Keeping Track of Costs in the Small Shop. Canadian Ma
chinery, December 7, 1922, p. 34-6.
MECHANICAL DEVICES
Slide Rule

Shireby, R. M. Slide Rule Applied to Commercial Calculation. London,
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1922. 66p.
METAL WORK
Cost Accounting

Parkes, H. E. Cost Accounts for the Metal Industry.
Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1922. 142p.

London, Sir

MINING AND METALLURGY, COAL

Coal Commission Mails Cost Questionnaire Today to Operators in Bitu
minous Fields. Coal Review, November 29, 1922, p. 3-4.
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. Hours and Earnings in Anthra
cite and Bituminous Coal Mining, Anthracite—lanuary, 1922, Bitumi
nous Winter of 1921-22. Washington, Government Printing Office,
1922. 63p. (Bulletin No. 316).
MOTOR BUSES
Accounting

Smith, C. J. How One Bus Company Keeps Its Accounts; bookkeeping
methods from time fares are paid until money is deposited in bank,
fare collection monthly tickets and duplex form of receipt are used.
Bus Transportation, December, 1922, p. 635-8.
Statistics

Fifth Avenue Coach Company Has Big Year.
December, 1922, p. 672-3.
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Bus Transportation,

Current Literature
MUNICIPAL
Accounting

Local Bodies’ Trading Accounts. Accounting, Commerce
ance, September, 1922, p. 149-50.

and

Insur

Finance

McCall, J. H. Law of Municipal Finance; cont. Accountant, September,
October, November, 1922, p. 266-70, 324-8, 410-13.
OFFICE BUILDINGS

Nimmons, George C. Comparative Earnings of Office Buildings 5 to 30
Stories High. Engineering and Contracting, November 22, 1922,
p. 81-2.
PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS

Kaikeigaku-Ronso (Journal of Accountancy); compiled by the Kobe
Society of Accountancy. Tokyo, Japan, Hobunkwan.
PRICES

United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale Prices 1890 to
1920. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1922. 247p. (Bul
letin No. 296).
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Valuation

Southworth, Shirley Donald. Some Recent Problems in Public Utility
Valuation and Regulation. American Economic Review, December,
1922, p. 606-13.
PUBLICITY

Publicity for Accountancy.
15, 1922, p. 84-5.

Haskins and Sells Bulletin, November,
RAILROADS
Accounting

Owers, John Collins. How to Get at the Inside of a Railroad Payroll;
suggesting a method of recapitulation and comparison of costs with
transportation produced. Railway Age, December 9, 1922, p. 1094-6.
Finance

Railroad Revenues and Expenses; extract from hearings before the Com
mittee on Interstate Commerce, United States Senate, Sixty-Seventh
Congress, first session, pursuant to Senate Resolution 23 directing
Committee on Interstate Commerce to hold hearings upon matters
relating to revenues and expenses of railroads which report to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, statement of Daniel Willard,
President, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1922. 2123p.
Stores

Custody and Delivery of Railway Material.
ber 2, 1922, p. 773-7.

Railway Review, Decem

RESERVES AND SINKING FUNDS

Burton, J. H. Sinking Funds.
1922, p. 430-8.

Accountants’ Journal, November,

SELLING

Taking Bookkeeping Out of
1922, p. 277, 342-3.

the Salesmen’s Day.
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System, September,

The Journal of Accountancy
SHOE TRADE
Costs

Harvard University. Graduate School of Business Administration.
Bureau of Business Research. Operating Expenses in Retail Shoe
Stores in 1921. Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1922. 38p.
(Bulletin No. 31).
STATEMENTS
Financial

Judgment Guiding Financial Statements; cont.
Bulletin, November 5, 1922, p. 86-8.

Haskins and Sells

STATISTICS

Boddington, A. Importance of Statistics in Commerce.
December 2, 1922, p. 811-14.

Accountant,

STOCK
No Par Value

In This Case.
p. 82-3.

Haskins and Sells Bulletin, November 15, 1922,

STORES SYSTEMS AND STOCK RECORDS

Cartmell, Madison. Stores and Materials Control Including Procure
ment by Manufacture and by Purchase. New York, Ronald Press
Company, 1922. 459p.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES

545 United States Tax Cases; briefs of federal and state cases on income
taxes, excess profits taxes and inheritance, stamp and miscellaneous
business taxes; research, briefs and compilation by Kix Miller and
Boar. New York, Commerce Clearing House, cl922. 752p.
Montgomery, Robert H. Income Tax Suggestions. Administration,
December, 1922, p. 641-6.
Thornton, Frank W. “Why Should We Have a New Federal Tax
Law? a Reply. Journal of Accountancy, December, 1922, p.
427 31.
TIME KEEPING

Factory Time Recording; a labour-saving “in and out” method.
dustrial Management (England), November 16, 1922, p. 285.

In

TYPEWRITERS

Control of Raw Material to Suit Output.
(England), October 19, 1922, p. 219-22.

Industrial Management

VALUATION

Bolton, Reginald Pelham. Building for Profit, Principles Governing the
Economic Improvement of Real Estate. Ed. 3. New York, The
De Vinne Press, 1922. 133p.
Bowker, W. T. Values Based upon Capitalized Returns. American Ap
praisal News, November, 1922, p. 251-6.
Ralston, H. P. Appraisals for Income Tax Purposes. American Ap
praisal News, November, 1922, p. 257-61.
Stuckey, R. R. Method of Ascertaining the Value of a Business. Pub
lic Accountant, September, 1922, p. 86-96.
WORKING PAPERS

Taylor, P. Miles. Audit Working Papers.
countant, November, 1922, p. 249-51.
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American Institute of Accountants
List of Officers, Members of Council and Committees—1922-23

OFFICERS
President .............. Edward E. Gore............. 111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.
*
Vice-President
Norman McLaren .519 California St., San Francisco, Cal.
Treasurer ............ Arthur W. Teele......................... 120 Broadway, New York
Secretary .............. A. P. Richardson.................... 135 Cedar Street, New York
Members of the Council

For Five Years:

For Three Years:

Elmer L. Hatter............................ Maryland
J. Edward Masters................ Massachusetts
James S. Matteson....................... Minnesota
R. H. Montgomery..................... New York
Carl H. Nau.......................................... Ohio
John B. Niven............................ New Jersey
E. G. Shorrock.......................... Washington

John F. Forbes...............................California
J. Porter Joplin.................................. Illinois
Waldron H. Rand.................. Massachusetts
Frederick A. Ross........................ New York
Frederic A. Tilton........................... Michigan
C. R. Whitworth................................ Illinois
William Jeffers Wilson........... Pennsylvania

For Four Years:

For Two Years:

Albert T. Bacon..................................Illinois
F. H. Hurdman...........................New York
J. E. Hutchinson.................................Texas
Clifford E. Iszard............................ Delaware
Walter Mucklow..................................Florida
John R. Ruckstell.......................... California
W. R. Tolleth................................... Virginia

Ernest Crowther....................... Pennsylvania
Charles S. Ludlam........................ New York
Charles E. Mather.................... New Jersey
Overton S. Meldrum..................... Kentucky
George S. Olive.................................. Indiana
Adam A. Ross...........................Pennsylvania
C. E. Wermuth.............................. Louisiana

For One Year:
P. L. Billings..........................................Iowa
L. G. Fisher........................... Rhode Island
J. D. M. Crockett........................... Missouri
Page Lawrence............................... Colorado
W. Sanders Davies..................... New York
W. A. Smith................................ Tennessee
Edward L. Suffern.................... New Jersey

Board of Examiners

For Three Years:
Harold B. Atkins......................... New York
William B. Campbell.................... New York
A. S. Fedde.................................. New York

For Two Years:

For One Year:

Elmer L. Hatter.......................... Maryland
John B. Niven, chairman......... New Jersey
Ernest Reckitt.................................... Illinois

John F. Forbes.............................. California
Charles E. Mather..................... New Jersey
Waldron H. Rand................ Massachusetts

Auditors
R. J. Bennett

Pennsylvania

Executive Committee
The President, chairman.............Illinois
The Treasurer .................... New York
L. G. Fisher ..........
Rhode Island
F. H. Hurdman .................. New York
C. E. Iszard ........................... Delaware
R. H. Montgomery ............ New York
Edward L. Suffern........... New Jersey.

New York

R. T. Lingley

Committee on Professional
Ethics
Carl H. Nau, chairman
....... Ohio
J. D. M. Crockett.....................Missouri
John F. Forbes ...................... California
J. Porter Joplin .......................... Illinois
J. E. Masters ................... Massachusetts

*John R. Loomis, New York, one of the two vice-presidents elected September 20, 1922, died December 7, 1922.
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We have Ledger Binders in various sizes which are suitable for the small merchant or for
private use. This ledger is complete with sheets and index. The mechanism consists of an electri
cally welded steel case with simple positive locking device.
LIST OF STOCK SIZE BINDERS

Style of Binding
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Full Canvas.....................................
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Duraflex and Corduroy...............
Duraflex and Corduroy..............
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19.00
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Copyright 1922 by Income Tax Index Service, Inc.

FEDERAL
INCOME TAX INDEX
An INDEX to Federal Income Taxes, showing under each subject the references
to every Court Case, Law, Regulation and Department Ruling, affecting that particular
subject. Subjects are ALPHABETICALLY arranged—like a dictionary. You look
IN ONE PLACE only. Official Government matter only.
Indispensable to Accountants, Lawyers, Bankers, Corporations, Business men and
tax investigators, especially for drawing up BRIEFS on cases pending before the
Treasury Department.
SIX other important, valuable, features. For further information use slip below.

INCOME TAX INDEX SERVICE, Inc.
9-15 Clinton Street

Newark, N. J.

INCOME TAX INDEX SERVICE, Inc.,
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
Send me, without obligation on my part, full information relative to I. T. I.
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ACCOUNTANTS’
BRIEF CASES
Snappy in Appearance
and

Lasting in Quality
Workmanship and Material Guaranteed
to be of the Highest.
Made of the best leather obtainable in:
Genuine Seal, Walrus, Imported or Domestic
Pig, and Hand Boarded Cow-Hide, all Leatherlined.

Cases equipped with
Extension Plate and Yale Padlock

or
Extra Heavy Gold Plated Extension Lock

Also Smooth Calf-finished Cow-Hide, single
thickness, in Brown and Black Color.

Sizes of all cases
16 x 11—4 Pockets
17 x 12—4

FRANK MASHEK & CO.
1914-16 Milwaukee Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

We prefer you should buy from our dealers—If he does not carry the Mashek Made Cases,
write us for quotations on your requirements.

THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY
INDEX
to

VOLUMES VII—XXXIV INCLUSIVE
In response to request, the owners of The Journal of Accountancy
have authorized preparation of an Index to the magazine from the beginning
of 1914 to the end of 1922. ¶ This Index takes up the reference from the
beginning of the Index published in 1914.
The work of arrangement has
been done by the librarian of the American Institute of Accountants. ¶ It
follows a single alphabet including author, title and subject, with reference
to volume, date and inclusive pages. ¶ The Student's Department is fully
analyzed.
The Index will consist of approximately 200 pages, Journal size, and will
be bound in buff buckram with red morocco label, uniform with the binding
and style adopted by The Journal of Accountancy.
Ready for delivery February 1, 1922.
Orders may be placed at once.
Price $2.50 delivered in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, Inc.
135 CEDAR STREET
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WILL GLADLY FURNISH SAMPLES

Preparation for the June, 1923

MOST COMPLETE LINE MADE-ALL SIZES AND COLUMNS

C. P. A. Examination, N.Y.
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Price
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THE 1922 YEAR BOOK
of the

American Institute of Accountants
Contains

Report of Proceedings at Annual Meeting, September, 1922.
List of Members and Associates. Reports of Officers and
Committees. Constitution and By-Laws and Rules of Profes
sional Conduct. Personnel of all State Boards of Accountancy.
This volume, substantially bound, will shortly be on
sale at $1.65, delivered in the United States and Canada

American Institute of Accountants
New York
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C.P.A. ACCOUNTING
Theory, Auditing and Problems
by

George Hillis Newlove, Ph. D., C. P. A.
(Ill.; N. C.)
Dean, Washington School of Accountancy

A DIGESTof335 C.P.A.Examinations,with
Theory and Auditing Questions and Ac
counting Problems Classified. Also an Authen
tic Lecture for each Classification Discussing
Involved Points and Quoting the Authorities.
Indispensable to C. P. A. Candidates
Valuable to Practicing Accountants
Useful in Public Libraries
149 C. P. A. Problems, 1504 C. P. A.
Theory and Auditing Questions.
16 Complete Lectures.
Solutions to Volume I, $2.75

VOLUME 1
$5.00

115 C. P. A. Problems. 1049 C. P. A.
Theory and Auditing Questions.
16 Complete Lectures.
Solutions to Volume 2, $2.75

VOLUME 2
$5.00

Solutions to Volumes 1 and 2. bound uniform
ly therewith in stamped post binder, $5.00

Orders will be Shipped Postpaid, Subject
to 5 days approval, if desired.

The White Press Company, Inc.
Departmental Bank Building, Washington, D. C.

UNEXPIRED INSURANCE
PREMIUM TABLES
Complete and so simply arranged that it requires
only a few seconds to determine the unexpired amount
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the number of unexpired days.

PRICE
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Mail your order now
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DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR
ACCOUNTANT

INTRODUCTION TO
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

BY W. B. REYNOLDS AND F. W. THORNTON

ByH. A. FINNEY

7x5 inches; 107 pages.
PUBLISHED UNDER THE ENDOWMENT FUND
OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS

Now obtainable in
FLEXIBLE BINDING

This work tells what is expected of
the beginner and of the more expe
rienced junior accountant. It is an
aid to learning what to do and how
to do it.

A fund of advice and suggestion is
afforded the reader on:
Keeping auditor’s records.
Beginning work on assignments.
Verification of bank balances, cash
on hand, etc.
Checking footings.
Vouching entries. .
Checking accounts carried in foreign
currency.
Verification of securities.
Taking trial balances.
Vouching capital assets and addi
tions thereto.
Liabilities not taken up.
Exhibits.
Conduct in clients’ offices.
Utilizing waiting time.
Care of papers.
Care of clients’ books and records.
Matter to be included in reports.
First published in book form in Feb
ruary, 1918, this book’s popularity
has been consistently maintained. It
is now in the fourth printing.

Published under the Endowment Fund of the
American Institute of Accountants

A WORK that every accountant and
student of accountancy should possess
and study.

BECAUSE of the desire of many ac
countants and students for informa
tion on this subject, Mr. Finney, edi
tor of the Student’s Department of
The Journal of Accountancy, has
written this book consisting of 101
pages, 5x7 inches, printed in large
type and bound in cloth.

THE TEXT of “Introduction to
Actuarial Science’’ consists of articles
which appeared in The Journal
of Accountancy and solutions of all
problems in actuarial. science con
tained in the examinations of the
American Institute of Accountants up
to and including May, 1920.
INTEREST, single investments, an
nuities, leasehold premiums, bonds
and depreciation are discussed in a
clear and concise manner.
THIS WORK should appeal not only
to the accountant but to many busi
ness men.

Price $1.50 delivered in the
United States of America

For the convenience of those who wish to carry
the volume about with them, a limited number has
been bound in flexible leather.

In genuine leather

Price In imitation leather .

(In cloth board binding

.

The American Institute
Accountants
135 Cedar Street

$1.50
1.2S
.1.00

of

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ACCOUNTANTS

135 Cedar Street

New York
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
HELP WANTED

Traveling Auditor Wanted
By Large Eastern
Manufacturing Concern
Applications desired from thoroughly qualified account
ants about 30 years of age and preferably unmarried as
position requires prolonged absences from headquarters.
Work is of a varied and interesting character requir
ing knowledge of cost and general accounting. Ultimate
opportunity for advancement to executive position.
Make application in own handwriting giving full de
tails, including name of present employer' and present
salary rate, which information will be held strictly con
fidential.

Box No. 395, c/o The Journal of Accountancy, Incor
porated.
Man about 35 years of age as Head of
- -- ---------Accounting Department for manufactur
ing company in Middle West. Must be particularly ex
perienced and qualified in modern cost accounting prac
tice. Should have experience as a senior in public work
and as an executive in industrial accounting. Initial
salary $5,000.00. Excellent prospects to the man who
can demonstrate his ability to be of real assistance in
managing a business. Give full particulars in applica
tion.
Box 397, c/o The Journal of Accountancy, Incorpo
rated.
_________________________________
New York Firm of
C. P. A.’s desires ex
perienced men, with thorough knowledge of Income Tax
Laws and Auditing. Do not reply unless experienced in
Federal Taxes. State age; married or single; whether
there is objection to traveling; positions held and length
of employment; reasons for leaving; references; com
pensation expected; how soon available. No reply or
consideration will be granted unless all the above infor
mation is stated in first reply.
Box 394, c/o The Journal of Accountancy, Incorpo
rated.
___________________________________

Wanted

Senior Accountants

Salaried positions $2,500 to $25,000 upward; executive, technical,
administrative, engineering, manufacturing, professional,
managing, financial, etc., all lines. If qualified, and re
ceptive to tentative offers, you are invited to communi
cate in strict confidence with the undersigned, who will
conduct preliminary negotiations.
A method is pro
vided through which you may receive overtures in con
fidence, without jeopardizing present connections, and
in a manner conforming strictly to professional ethics.
Established 1910. Send name and address only for pre
liminary particulars. No obligation. R. W. Bixby, Inc.,
513 Lockwood Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Help Wanted

MISCELLANEOUS
Firm of certified accountants are desirous of pur
chasing clientele from accountant or firm of accountants
retiring from business. Practice must be located in New
York or vicinity. Box 402, c/o The Journal of Account
ancy, Incorporated.____________________________________

Certified Public Accountant (New
York) Christian, occupying pri
vate office in well furnished spacious law suite, in very
desirable building, financial district, Broadway, New York,
desires to share his office with another capable and con
genial accountant. Highest reference given and required.
Rental $50.00 per month. Association may develop into
partnership. Box 401, c/o The Journal of Accountancy,
Incorporated.

Private Office

SITUATIONS WANTED
Twenty-three years of age,
single, Christian, a grad
uate of the Pace Standardized Courses in Accountancy
and business administration, with one year’s experience
in public and private accounting, desires position with
firm of certified public accountants or with a commercial
enterprise as assistant traveling or resident auditor. Can
furnish very best of references as to general character
and studiousness. Box 393, c/o The Journal of Account
ancy, Incorporated.

Junior Accountant

High Class Executive-Auditorwho can get results and at same
Accountant- time
keep harmony in organizations.

Employed at present on Pacific coast wishes to make
connection with well established firm in East. Am not a
rolling stone or kicker. Best references as to character
and ability. Salary in keeping with position and respon
sibility, correspondence solicited. Have had three years
public accounting experience, married, age 45 years.
Box 396, c/o The Journal of Accountancy, Incorporated.

Certified Public Accountant
Resident of Washington, D. C., with legal training and
experience, desires to do special auditing, investigative
or research work for large utility holding corporation or
similar client. Familiar with income tax, corporation
finance, telephone, street railway, and other utility prob
lems such as valuation, rate cases, commission procedure,
etc. No objection to travel. References furnished as
to integrity and professional qualifications. Box 398,
c/o The Journal of Accountancy, Incorporated.

Certified Public Accountant
with many years of extensive experience having a mod
erate clientele with considerable time to spare desires to
associate with well-established firm of accountants where
a merger of the clientele plus the fact of having the time
to do important work either of supervision or taking
charge would be of mutual advantage. Full details in
personal interview.
Box 405, c/o The Journal of
Accountancy, Incorporated.

Cost and General Accountant
desires position with public accountants or manufacturing
concern. Fourteen years practical experience, and a good
accounting education.
Familiar with production and
stores departments; Public accounting experience in cost
and system work, in varied lines. Successful and diplo
matic in handling difficult situations. Very complete
accounting library. Age 35. Any location. Box 404,
c/o The Journal of Accountancy, Incorporated.
Young man, married,
student in higher ac
countancy, desires to make connections with C. P. A.
firm. Object C.P A. degree
Reference furnished.
Box 403, c/o The Journal of Accountancy, Incorpo
rated.

Junior Accountant

experienced
in
public accounting,
tax investigations, preparing returns, claims and briefs.
Good education and accountancy training. Two years
with Internal Revenue Bureau.
Thorough worker.
Pleasing personality.
Protestant.
Married. Age 39.
Desires permanent position with reliable firm. Salary
$3,600. Box 399, c/o The Journal of Accountancy,
Incorporated.

Tax Accountant, Senior,

Certified Public Accountant
American Institute examinations. Age 28. Christian.
At present and for past 3 years in employ of leading
C. P. A. in locality doing general public work and
taking full responsibility. Specialities claimed: Business
analyses, efficient systems, all phases of Federal Taxation
and a capacity for work. Open for permanent connec
tion with established C. P. A. firm in West or mid-West
on 30 days notice. 1922 Salary $3,060. Box 400, c/o
The Journal of Accountancy, Incorporated.
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Vannais Training Gives You
Actual Practice in Accountancy!
Would you like an accountancy training, the instruction of which
is so practical that you are actually on the staff of practicing
public accountants all the time? Such a training Vannais offers
you.
A Vannais-Trained C. P. A., in recently expressing his opinion,
said in part:
“Vannais Training is not stereotyped. It brings the student
in contact with every phase of accounting which he will en
counter in actual practice, inspiring him with that confidence
so necessary in the examination room.”
This method of basing Vannais Training on actual practice gives
you a complete and effective knowledge of accountancy. How
practical such instruction is, may be gained from this record:

SIX Vannais-Trained accountants took the NEW YORK
C. P. A. examination in June, 1922, and FOUR of them won
the coveted degree. The other TWO passed in three out of
the four subjects given, leaving but. one subject for re
examination.
This is only one of the many unusual records that have been
made by Vannais-Trained accountants. If you would like to
know just how Vannais Training has achieved such results, mail
the coupon below. You will then receive such detailed informa
tion that your investigation will aid you concretely in making
your decision.
“The Surest Way to a C. P. A. is Vannais”

The Vannais Accounting Institute, Inc.
30 Asylum Street, Hartford, Connecticut
New York

Chicago

Minneapolis

San Francisco

THE VANNAIS ACCOUNTING INSTITUTE, Inc., 30 Asylum St., Hartford. Conn.

Send me, without obligation, your booklet “Applied Accountancy.”
VANNAIS

NAME (print) .................................................................................................
Present Position..............................................................

How Long Held....................................

Is your aim the C. P. A. Degree?...................................................................................................

ADDRESS....................................................................... .............................
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THE ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
SPECIMEN PAGE
675

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Wise and WIRING—(Continued)

1919.
Nicholson, J. Lee and J. F. D. Rohbbach. Depreciation. (In their Cost accounting.
p. 148, 147).
5%
Electric wiring
Electric light and power wiring:
6
Departmental wiring net additions
5
Inside wiring
the
cost
of
equipment
Based on (1)
(2) the life of the equipment
(3) on a ten-hour day
Pender, Harold. Depreciation. (In his Handbook for electrical engineers. cl914 p. 340)
% dep.
Wires.
7-10 years.
overhead
Chicago union traction co. Stone & Webster for Chicago union
traction co.
12 years.
J. I. Beggs.
Chicago union traction co. Stone & Webster for Chicago union
14-10
traction co.
Milwaukee electric railway & light co.
10
8.5 years.
J. I. Beggs.
Trolley wire
Chicago city railways.
5
__________ ,_ C
__________
(In his Manual of accounting, reporting
Philadelphia
ontroller. Rates of depreciation.
and business procedure of the city and county of Philadelphia. 1917. p. 205, 210).
Wiring
5%
Wiring and necessary supports (including street lamps, signal systems)
4%
Piez, Charles. Perpetual inventory and appraisal values; table of standard depreciation rates.
Engineering and contracting, Jan. 24, 1917, p. 77. Factory, Dec. 1916, p. 668-71. Iron age
oNv. 30, 1916, Jan. 11, 1917, p. 1266, 138-9. Iron trade review, Feb. 22, 1917, p. 477-8. Con
Iron ___
densed. Journal of the American society of mechanical engineers, Dec. 1916, p. 965-6.
review, Dec. 7, 1916, p. 1144-6. Kent, William. Bookkeeping and cost accounting for
1918. p. 90. Discussion. Journal of the American society of mechanical engineers,
PRICE
7, p. 215-7.
% on reducing balance
% on cost
6
main wiring and conduit
$15.00
iring and electric fixtures, net additions 60
w
Tramways. (In his Accountancy. Ed. 2. p. 218-9).
The publishers
many
ceive a great many
wires should, as a rule, be charged to Revenue, but it is the practice
inquiries in regard to
penditure in connection with the overhead trolley wires to one ac- .
ex
the exact form and use of
reciation should certainly be from 30 to 60% according to whether
the
Accountants’
Index.
one or the reverse.
The book is a complete refer
21-25%
ence to all literature extant in
phone depreciation. Telephony, April 1. 1911, p. 401-3.
1912 and published since that time
2%
in English on the subject of ac
8.5
countancy.
8
It is not an encyclopedia.
operative publishing co. 1919D.
It simply and clearly points to the
information on any accounting or related subject may be
obtained.
For example you come across a question of accounting
Straight line
practice in some industry with which you are not familiar. Has anything been
9.5%
written on the subject? You can’t possibly tell. There may be exactly the in
.0
formation you want but if you don’t know where to find it of what value can
it be to you?
Think this over. Can you afford to be without the one guide to what is written
on every subject related to accounts and accounting?
On the one subject of depreciation there are 345 pages giving not only the references but also the
rates. If you don’t want anything more than the rates and their authorities you won’t need to look up
the references as the rates are there before you in the Index. Turnover is another subject in which the
rates are given in full.
Or you have a favorite author. You want his opinion on a given subject. Has he written anything
about it? You don’t know whether he has or not. The Accountants’ Index knows and can tell you at
once exactly what your author has said and where he has said it.
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